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Summary

The availability o f  numerous semiconductor diode lasers that provide wavelength  

tuneable, high output power, single frequency emission in the near infrared region of the 

spectrum (0.7|o,m - 2.5|j.m) provides researchers with a reliable and compact source o f  

monochromatic radiation. Originally, development o f  this technology was driven by the 

telecommunications industry, however the fact that the overtone/combination absorption 

spectra o f  several gas species match the em ission frequency o f  these laser sources have 

presented countless benefits for spectroscopic sensing applications.

The overall objective o f  this thesis is to investigate the critical issues relating to the 

suitability o f  two specific laser diodes and their application as injection seed lasers (ISL) 

for a spaced-based water vapour detection experiment. The importance o f  water to 

everyday life on earth is obvious and therefore the capability to accurately detect H 2O in 

the upper and lower troposphere is o f  immense benefit for monitoring weather 

conditions, climate change and pollution levels.

The spectral characteristics o f  two devices are examined in detail and their suitability for 

application as ISL’s for space-based spectroscopic studies o f  water vapour is assessed. 

An external cavity diode laser (ECDL) in the Littrow architecture and a distributed 

feedback (DFB) diode laser both emitting at 935nm are detailed. Laser characteristics 

such as wavelength tuning, output power, side mode suppression ratio, spectral linewidth, 

sensitivity to feedback and operation under vacuum conditions are investigated.

An ECDL was implemented in a frequency stabilization scheme to operate as an ISL, 

with the output frequency o f  the laser locked to a H2 O vapour absorption line at 

935.684nm . The frequency locking was achieved using a wavelength modulation 

spectroscopy technique. Continuous tuning o f  the emission frequency o f  the ECDL is 

achieved by a combination o f  fine tuning an external grating position by means o f  a piezo 

electric transducer (PZT), and injection current. By introducing a dual feedback control 

loop to manage the injection current and PZT voltage settings, the error signal between 

the desired locking frequency and the output frequency o f  the laser was minimized. The 

performance o f  the overall frequency stabilized laser was examined in terms o f  accuracy 

and stability o f  the laser output frequency and dynamic response o f  the system. One 

disadvantage o f  tuneable diode lasers, due to the complex design o f  the devices, is the 

long-term drift and instability. Tuneable laser sources initially require time consuming



and tedious characterization, which dictates the correct operating parameters in terms o f 

injection current control. However, due to ageing, thermal and mechanical instability, 

periodic re-characterization o f these laser sources is necessary to maintain optimum 

performance in terms o f mode-hop free, continuous wavelength tuning and sufficient side 

mode suppression ratio. With this in mind, a novel mode referencing technique was 

introduced to the frequency stabilized ECDL so that in-situ monitoring o f the lasing 

mode guarantees optimum spectral performance.

In any laser frequency stabilization system, it is important to determine the free running 

frequency drift o f  the laser with no active stabilization in place. This measurement was 

performed by fixing the output frequency o f both the ECDL and DFB laser diode to the 

wavelength corresponding to the centre o f  a water vapour absorption line at 935nm and 

monitoring the variation in the detected signal. From these results it was possible to 

determine the frequency drift o f both laser sources over extended time periods. 

Consequently, the idea that a gas absorption line could be implemented as a frequency 

discriminator was applied to a technique to attempt to measure the instantaneous 

frequency noise and hence the spectral linewidth o f  a laser diode. The method involved 

setting the output frequency o f a DFB laser, emitting at 1.39^m, to the side o f  a H2O 

vapour absorption line. Frequency variations in the laser output are converted to 

amplitude variations in the detected signal using the position o f  maximum slope at the 

side o f the absorption feature. By introducing an auto-balancing photodetector into the 

experimental set-up it was possible to separately measure the resulting frequency 

fluctuations and hence determine a value for the linewidth o f the laser. The value for the 

linewidth using this technique was compared to a simultaneous measurement using the 

delayed self-homodyne procedure.

The results o f  the various experiments reported in this thesis provide a significant 

contribution to the investigation o f suitable laser diode sources for applications in space- 

based gas sensing projects, particularly at 935nm. Furthermore, a novel mode referencing 

technique to control and optimise an ECDL emission wavelength has been demonstrated 

with the potential to be applied to other tuneable laser diodes, so that time consuming and 

expensive re-characterization o f devices can be avoided.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Since the invention o f the semiconductor laser diode in the early 1960s [1-3], it has 

become one of the most influential and useful technologies to date. Its application in so 

many varied and exciting fields such as optical storage, telecommunications, solid-state 

laser pumping and sensing applications has produced a technology whose global market 

value in 2005 was estimated at over $3 billion [4], The telecommunications area was the 

initial driving force for development and research into improving laser diodes. For fibre 

optic transmission, materials for laser diodes such as InGaAsP/InP were of great interest 

due to the minimum dispersion of fibres at 1300nm and minimal absorption at 1550nm 

wavelengths in the near infrared (NIR) region (0.7|im - 2.5(im) of the spectrum. For 

wavelengths below 900nm, AlGaAs/GaAs materials were also studied in detail as a 

source material for lasers and detectors.

However, in addition to its use for fibre optic transmission applications, the fortunate 

presence of vibrational overtone/combination absorption spectra in the NIR wavelength 

region provides researchers with an affordable, room temperature-operating, source of 

monochromatic light which can be used for targeting and detecting gas species. Because 

the absorption strengths o f the overtone/combination bands are much less than that o f the 

fundamental vibrational absorption bands, modulation techniques such as wavelength 

modulation spectroscopy (WMS) and frequency modulation spectroscopy (FMS) were 

implemented to improve detection sensitivities for laser diode based gas sensing [5]. 

Consequently, numerous gaseous species, which are of particular interest in industrial 

and environmental monitoring applications, such as C2 H2 , CH4 , CO2 , HCN, H 2 O, and 

NH3 can be accurately and quickly measured using tuneable diode laser absorption 

spectroscopy. By combining the laser technology with modulation techniques, it is 

possible to realise instruments that can for example, monitor pollution levels, analyse the 

efficiency of combustion engines in a non-intrusive manner, locate and detect explosives
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or hazardous materials for security purposes, produce early fire warning system s, and 

carryout non-invasive medical diagnostics.

In this thesis, a water absorption band at 935nm is targeted using tuneable laser diodes. 

The interest in H2 O sensing is a result o f  an investigation and comparison o f  two different 

laser sources to act as injection seed lasers (ISL) for a space-based water vapour sensing 

experiment. The main objective o f  this work is to provide a frequency stabilized ISL so it 

can act as a frequency reference for a larger solid state laser. The spectral characteristics 

and performance o f  an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) and a distributed feedback 

laser (DFB) are examined in detail to determine their suitability for application as an ISL 

for high sensitivity H2 O sensing. The frequency stabilization o f  the ECDL to a H2 O 

absorption line at 935.684nm  is controlled by the implementation o f  a dual feedback 

locking loop scheme [6]. W hile investigating the dual feedback loop dynamics o f  the 

ECDL, a novel mode referencing technique was devised for the laser, which helps 

develop the frequency locking system by performing in-situ device characterisation. This 

technique, which monitors the laser output power, forces the laser to operate in an 

optimum spectral mode and thus avoids any mode hopping which could cause a complete 

failure o f  a frequency stabilization scheme. This means that the effect o f  ageing or 

external influences on the lasers operation are automatically mitigated and the time 

consuming task o f  re-characterisation o f  an ECDL can be avoided thanks to this 

technique. This technique also has the potential to be applied to other widely tuneable 

laser diodes.

Other factors o f  concern for gas absorption spectroscopy using lasers are also examined. 

These include the vacuum operation o f  the ECDL at constant temperature and injection 

current. The effects o f  external optical feedback on the spectral characteristics o f  the 

ECDL and on a slotted Fabry-Perot device are also studied. Finally, for any frequency 

stabilization system, knowledge o f  the free running drift o f  the laser is essential. By  

incorporating a water vapour absorption line as a frequency discriminator, it was possible 

to monitor the frequency drift o f  both the ECDL and DFB for an extended period. An  

outcome o f  this frequency drift measurement led to the development and trial o f  an 

alternative technique to measure the spectral linewidth o f  a diode laser. The spectral 

linewidth o f  a DFB laser emitting at 1.39|o.m was measured by employing a H2 O 

absorption line as a frequency discriminator. A  detailed description o f  the subsequent 

chapters is given in section 1.2.
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1.2 Thesis overview

Chapter 2

A general introduction into the fundamental theory and basics of absorption spectroscopy 

are presented in this chapter. The use of semiconductor laser diodes, emitting in the near 

infrared (700nm-2.5|j.m) region of the spectrum, for gas sensing applications is outlined. 

The main absorption linewidth broadening mechanisms and the more prominent 

modulation spectroscopy methods employed in this work, including wavelength 

modulation spectroscopy and frequency modulation spectroscopy, are also discussed.

Chapter 3

This chapter provides a general introduction to semiconductor diode laser technology. 

The design and operation of some of the more popular laser diodes sources available 

during this work are discussed. The operational dynamics of a Fabry-Perot device are 

modelled using a series of rate equations to provide the reader with an in-depth 

understanding of diode laser operation. A more detailed analysis o f the design features of 

an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) and a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode both 

o f which are extensively used throughout this research are also presented. Properties of 

these laser diodes such as wavelength tuning range, side mode suppression ratio and 

output power are detailed. Important issues for successful diode laser operation, such as 

optical isolation, external optical feedback and spectral degradation are also discussed. 

Finally, a measurement of the linewidth enhancement factor of a slotted Fabry-Perot laser 

is presented.

Chapter 4

The spectral characteristics o f two laser diodes both emitting in the 935nm region o f the 

spectrum are investigated and compared. The devices are candidates for a space-based 

gas sensing application where one of the lasers is to act as an injection seed source and 

frequency reference. An external cavity diode laser operating in the Littrow configuration
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and a distributed feedback laser are examined. Various properties of the lasers such as 

wavelength tuning range, single frequency emission, output power and spectral linewidth 

are tested. Further tests involving the ECDL such as vacuum and optical feedback 

sensitivity are also carried out to establish its suitability for space-based operation. 

Finally a comparison is made between the ECDL and DFB laser diodes to determine the 

preferred laser source for the injection seed laser role.

Chapter 5

A dual feedback locking loop is implemented for the successful control o f the emission 

wavelength o f a frequency stabilized ECDL. The frequency stabilization is achieved by 

means o f locking to a water absorption line at 935.684nm using a wavelength modulation 

spectroscopy technique [6]. The reason for the introduction o f the dual locking loop is 

outlined and the accuracy and performance of the overall frequency locking system of the 

laser is also examined. In addition, a mode referencing technique is introduced which 

enables the laser to operate in continuous frequency locked mode. The mode referencing 

step ensures that the laser is maintained at its desired locked frequency without any need 

for time consuming, re-characterisation of the laser device parameters.

Chapter 6

A novel technique to measure the spectral linewidth of a DFB laser diode emitting at 

1.39|am is investigated. The method involves using a gas absorption line as a frequency 

discriminator to measure the frequency noise of a laser. The output frequency o f the laser 

source under test is tuned to the side o f a gas absorption line, where any frequency 

variation in the laser output are converted to an amplitude variation, and detected with a 

balanced photodetector. The measurement is facilitated by the balanced detection scheme 

that detects the amplitude variations. A model of the gas absorption line specifics was 

developed in order to determine the optimum position on the side of the line and the slope 

o f the absorption line. With knowledge of the absorption profile, the slope of the 

absorption line was determined and hence, the instantaneous frequency noise of the laser 

can be calculated. This approach is also compared to a more traditional self-homodyne
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spectral linewidth measurement technique. The free running frequency drift o f an ECDL 

and DFB laser, are also measured using a gas absorption line.

Chapter 7

The main conclusions and results of the research carried out for the thesis are 

summarized in this chapter. The most significant results are presented and some 

proposals based on the findings for future sensing applications are discussed.

1.3 References
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Absorption Spectroscopy

2.1 Introduction

The subject o f  absorption spectroscopy has been studied since the early seventeenth 

century and is extremely useful in many different areas o f  research. It has helped to 

develop our understanding and knowledge o f  the world we live in from the macroscopic 

world o f  stars, to the microscopic world o f  atoms. The concept o f  absorption 

spectroscopy can be defined as the analysis o f  how electromagnetic radiation interacts 

with matter. When light o f  a certain wavelength interacts with matter, the light is either 

scattered, emitted, or absorbed. In this chapter, we concentrate on explaining the basis for 

semiconductor diode laser based spectroscopic studies and the dynamics o f  this 

light/matter interaction and on how information can be extracted relating to the 

concentration, composition and the absorbing wavelength o f  different species. The near 

infra-red region o f  the spectrum is explored with specific emphasis on H2O absorption 

detection at 935nm. Spectral absorption lineshape analysis and the various lineshape 

broadening mechanisms that exist are also examined. The advances over the past 25 years 

with regard to semiconductor diode laser technology has provided researchers with an 

affordable, reliable instrument that is a source o f  coherent, monochromatic 

electromagnetic radiation which may be used to probe and detect various gaseous species 

[1], The experimental application o f  semiconductor diode lasers to gas sensing is 

discussed. In addition, the theory and experimental results o f  the various spectroscopic 

detection schemes used such as wavelength modulation spectroscopy (W M S) and 

frequency modulation spectroscopy (FM S) are also presented.

2.2 Absorption spectra o f  gases

An absorption spectrum can occur when tuneable monochromatic radiation passes 

through a gas and the atoms in that form absorb at certain characteristic frequencies. O f
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course, the profile of the spectral absorption will depend on the type o f gas species 

targeted and on the frequency of the incident radiation. In this section, a short 

introduction is given regarding the basics o f how absorption spectroscopy occurs and the 

application o f laser diodes to spectral gas absorption experimental techniques. According 

to quantum theory, the energy of a molecule or atom is quantized. In other words, a 

particular molecule or atom can exist in a variety of discrete energy levels and can move 

from one energy level to another by a transition involving a finite amount o f energy. 

Consider a photon of light passing through a gas o f a certain molecule. If the photon 

contains sufficient energy it may be absorbed by the gas and a transition to a higher 

energy level can occur. However this process is only possible if  the energy of the photon 

matches the transition energy. It is this resonant energy difference that provides the 

foundation for tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy. For a molecule, the energy 

levels are unique to each species and are very well defined so that each molecule has its 

own absorption spectrum. Consequently, it is possible to individually detect various gases 

using a combination of monochromatic laser radiation and a suitable photodetector. For 

the case where absorption bands of different molecules overlap at the same frequency, 

they can be accurately separated and identified by analysing the fine structure of the 

absorption spectrum.

The most commonly observed molecular spectra involve electronic, rotational, or 

vibrational, energy transitions. In brief, electronic spectra typically result in absorption in 

the ultraviolet or visible region of the spectrum and are a result of the movement and 

redistribution o f the electrons in a molecule. In the microwave region of the spectrum 

(1mm < >̂ < Im) transitions of pure rotational energy levels of molecules occur. In 

general, a rotational spectrum from a molecule requires that the molecule has a 

permanent dipole moment, which must change as the molecule rotates. Rotational 

transitions occur mostly between rotational levels of the same vibrational state, although 

there are many examples of combination vibration-rotation transitions for light 

molecules. The most efficient method to analyse the vibrational state o f a molecule is to 

use infra-red spectroscopy as vibrational transitions typically require an amount of energy 

that corresponds to the infrared region of the spectrum. Vibrational transitions occur 

between different vibrational levels of the same electronic state. Vibrational transitions 

also occur in conjunction with rotational transitions. Therefore, highly-resolved 

vibrational spectra will contain fine structure corresponding to the rotational transitions 

that occur at the same time as a vibrational transition. The infrared region of the spectrum
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can be divided into three regions; the near-, mid- and far- infrared, named for their 

relation to the visible spectrum. The far-infrared lies in the region o f 25)am -  1mm may 

be used for pure rotational spectroscopy. The mid-infrared (2.5ia,m - 25[im) can be used to 

study the fundamental vibrations and associated rotational-vibational structure, while the 

near-IR (0.7|xm - 2.5|^m) can be used to examine the overtone/combination and harmonic 

absorption features.

For gas sensing applications using semiconductor diode lasers, the near-infrared region of 

the spectrum is of most interest due to the availibilty o f devices that emit radiation at 

those frequencies. Recently, the fundamental vibrations present in the mid-infrared region 

are also being analysed due to the latest innovations with quantum cascade (QC) laser 

technology that emit coherent light at these frequencies and can detect many different gas 

species [2,3], For a more detailed discussion of the theory and understanding of 

molecular spectroscopy and related topics, many excellent and informative books exist 

[4,5].

2.3 Spectral absorption lineshape assessment

In most diode laser based gas absorption schemes, the emitted radiation from the laser is 

passed through a reference gas cell, and the resulting absorption as a function of 

wavelength is recorded with a photodiode. Figure 2.1 illustrates a characteristic Doppler 

broadened absorption lineshape, with a Gaussian distribution, of an isolated absorption 

line with the line centre position corresponding to v q . The concentration of the target gas 

under investigation may be determined by the area under the absorption profile or by the 

height of the absorption peak, if  the lineshape profile is known. The width of the 

absorption lineshape is defined by both the half-width at half the maximum peak height 

(HWHM), and the full-width at half the maximum peak height (FWHM), both o f which 

are commonly used. Obviously, lineshape profiles are susceptible to a number o f 

broadening mechanisms including Doppler or pressure broadening effects or a 

combination of both. In order to ensure accurate analysis of the absorption line profile, it 

is therefore essential to differentiate between the relevant broadening effects. The width 

o f a lineshape feature is primarily influenced by Doppler broadening and collisional (or 

pressure) broadening, both of which are now detailed.
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Figure 2.1. Illustration o f  spectral lineshape against frequency fo r  an absorption profile  
with the positions o f  the FW HM  and H W HM  indicated clearly.

For a gas at low pressure (<50mbar), the effect o f pressure broadening is less significant 

than Doppler broadening. Doppler broadening o f spectral lines is due to the random, 

thermal motion o f molecules which results in a distribution o f  velocities o f the molecules 

in the gas. If  a molecule has a velocity component in either the opposite or same direction 

as the propagation direction o f the laser radiation beam, there exists a shift in the 

frequency o f the photon that the molecule absorbs. In this manner, there exists some 

discrepancy between the actual and perceived wavelength o f  light absorbed by the 

molecules, which results in many small shifts, the cumulative effect o f which is to 

broaden the absorption line. Doppler broadening is dependent on the wavelength o f  the 

line, the molecular mass o f the emitting particle and the temperature. Since the spectral 

line is a combination o f all the emitted radiation, the higher the temperature o f  the gas, 

the broader the spectral line emitted from that gas.

The velocities o f the atoms in the gas follow a Maxwell distribution which gives the 

probability P(v)dv o f an atom having a velocity between v and v + dv as,

P(v)dv = ^{m  / 2nkT) exp (-mv^/2kT) dv (2.1)

where m is the molecular mass o f the molecule, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T  is the 

temperature in Kelvin. This distribution function is then related to a lineshape profile 

with a Gaussian outline, go (v).
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g D  ( v )  = (1/ Y d )  Vln2/;r exp

with Vo is the frequency at line centre and Yd ^ ê Doppler HWHM given by

Y i )  =  ( v q / c)  ^ { I k T X n U m )  

where c is the speed o f  light, and has a maximum peak value at,

(2 .2)

(2.3)

g o (vo) =  f / / 7o ; V l n 27̂ (2.4)

To avoid the inconvenience o f  the ln2 term, the 1/e Doppler width, Yed > also used. 

It is sim ply defined as,

so that the 1/e Doppler HWHM is,

Yed =  (^0^^) I m)

The HWHM o f  the Doppler width can also be further simplified to.

(2.5)

(2 .6)

Yo(cm  ' ') = 3.581 x  lO'^vo
V m

(2.7)

with Vo expressed in wavenumbers (cm' ) , T is the temperature in Kelvin and m  the 

molecular mass. For example the HWHM o f  a H2O absorption line at 935nm (10695.2  

cm"') and 300K is given by.

Yo(cm -') = (3.581 x  W ^ ) . ( \0695.2).
1300 

18
(2 .8)
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= 0.01563cm' = 469MHz (2.9)

Pressure broadening is caused by collisions between molecules in a gas and results in 

homogeneous broadening. It is the most important source of broadening when pressures 

are high (>50mbar) and depends on both the density and the temperature o f the gas. The 

continuous motion o f molecules in a gas causes them to collide with each other at a rate 

o f 1/tc, which increases with pressure, where Tc is defined as the average time between 

collisions. Vibrational and rotational energies of the molecules are perturbed by these 

collisions, which interrupt the dipole oscillation resulting in a broadening of the 

vibrational/rotational lineshape. The importance of pressure broadening effects is 

significant since many optical detection systems occur at atmospheric pressure where 

pressure broadening is dominant. The spread in the wavelength o f light absorbed by the 

molecule causes a spread in the absorption spectra. The pressure broadening normalized 

Lorentzian lineshape is given by [6],

L(v)=     ---------------- ^ (2.10)
.^y(v-Vo) +r^

where / i  is the HWHM in wavenumbers (cm''), with a maximum peak value at.

L ( v o ) = - ^  (2 .11)
TTY,

The dependence o f pressure and temperature on the Lorentzian linewidth is governed by,

n  = yL(P/Po)(T/To/ (2.12)

where P is the gas pressure and yi is the HWHM at standard temperature (To) and 

pressure (Pq). The effective power s, is often given as 0.5, but is not always the case as it 

can be affected by the rotational state and the broadening conditions of either self or 

foreign gas broadening.



However, at pressures where neither, Doppler or pressure broadening is the dominant 

broadening effect, the absorption lineshape profile of an absorption species can be 

described by a combination of both, that results in the Voigt profile [7]. It can be 

expressed in terms of a convolution of the Doppler and pressure broadening processes as.

where K{x,y) is defined as the Voigt function and given by.

K{x,y)  = ^  (2.14)
K i y ^ + { x - t f

In equation 2.14, is defined as the ratio o f the Lorentzian to Doppler widths given by.

= - ^ V i n 2  (2 .15)y
Y d

and X  is the frequency scale in units of Doppler lineshape half-width yo, given by,

x = (2.16)
Y d

A plot o f all three lineshape functions Gaussian, Lorentzian and Voigt is illustrated in 

figure 2.2. In general, towards the centre of the absorption line shape, the Voigt profile 

shows Doppler like behaviour and a Lorentzian like behaviour in the wings o f the 

absorption profile. The absorption profiles in figure 2.2 have been deliberately modelled 

with different areas under each curve to highlight the contrast in the lineshapes.
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Figure 2.2. Illustration o f  com parison o f  spectral lineshapes o f  gases calcu lated to show  
the difference in the Gaussian, Voigt and Lorentzian absorption profiles.

2.4 H2O absorption band

The water absorption spectrum o f  the 940rmi band is central throughout the work 

performed for this thesis. The significance o f  water absorption at this wavelength is 

related to the analysis and characterization o f  two semiconductor laser diodes both 

emitting at 935nm. The two devices are candidates to function as injection seed lasers for 

a space-based water vapour sensing experiment, details o f  which are given in section 4.1. 

The key interest in atmospheric water vapour studies at the 940nm H2 O absorption band 

is a result o f  the isolation o f  this H2 O band from additional absorbing species in this 

region o f  the spectrum. Consequently, measurements can be accurately made from high 

altitudes with negligible interference effects from other absorbing species. In short, the 

abundance o f  water vapour in the atmosphere means that it has a constant influence on 

weather and climate conditions. The ability to accurately measure the water vapour 

content in the atmosphere is therefore crucial to improved understanding and prediction 

o f  weather conditions, climate change and pollution monitoring [8]. Stronger water 

absorption lines present at 1.39|j,m are also employed in this thesis for a frequency noise 

measurement o f  a DFB laser diode, which is described in chapter 6. The trace in figure 

2.3 depicts the numerous absorption lines present in the 940nm water vapour band, with a 

strongly absorbing line at 935.684nm  clearly marked [9].
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Figure 2.3. Plot o f  linestrengths o f  water vapour absorption lines in the 940nm band with 
a strongly absorbing line at 935.684nm clearly indicated [9],

The absorption line at this wavelength has featured throughout the research. It is used as a 

frequency reference for a laser stabilization scheme and has also been targeted for 

modulation spectroscopy tests of two laser diode devices.

2.5 Modulation spectroscopy techniques

2.5.1 Introduction

The accuracy and resolution limits o f gas sensing applications using laser diode 

technology in the near-infrared spectrum can be greatly enhanced with the addition of 

certain modulation spectroscopy techniques. This is due to the fact that the fundamental 

absorption band of several gases occur in the mid-infrared region of the spectrum where 

absorption line-strengths are strong. By comparison, gas detection of the vibrational 

overtone/combination bands using NIR diode lasers needs to be complemented with 

certain modulation methods because the absorption line-strengths in the near-infrared 

region are significantly weaker. Therefore, techniques such as wavelength modulation 

spectroscopy (WMS) and frequency modulation spectroscopy (FMS) have been 

developed to overcome this problem [10-12]. The main distinction between the two 

techniques is related the frequency of the modulation. For WMS, the modulation
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frequency is usually much less than the gas linewidth whereas with FMS, the modulation 

frequency can be equal to or greater than the gas linewidth and can therefore be several 

hundred MHz. Because WMS has been the more dominant modulation technique 

employed during the course of this research it is outlined in detail, whereas a more 

concise explanation o f the FMS technique is given.

2.5.2 WMS

The basics of WMS are to target a gas absorption feature with modulated laser radiation, 

record the transmission with a photodiode, and process the resultant signal using a lock-in 

amplifier. The modulation of the laser sources is performed typically at kilohertz 

frequencies and can achieve sensitivities of 10''* to 10'^ fractional absorption [13,14]. 

Depending o f the application involved, whether it is solely for detection purposes or 

frequency reference, the lock-in amplifier can also be used to detect at higher harmonics 

o f  the fundamental modulation frequency. For example, the peak of the 2 / harmonic is 

often used for gas species detection while the 7 /o r higher odd harmonics are commonly 

employed in frequency reference schemes as they have zero crossing values at the 

absorption line centre [15]. A more detailed and thorough review of the theory of WMS 

may be found elsewhere [16].

To begin our appraisal of harmonic detection techniques using laser diodes, the Beer- 

Lambert law is introduced. For laser radiation entering a sample gas, the Beer-Lambert 

law describes the relationship between absorbance and concentration of an absorbing 

species and is given by the following expression,

I(v) = loexp {-K{y)nL) (2.17)

where I(v) is the transmitted laser intensity as a function of laser radiation frequency, lo is 

the laser intensity entering the sample, n is the gas concentration and L is the path length. 

k (v ) is defined as the absorption coefficient of the gas at frequency v. For laser diode 

based spectroscopic techniques where harmonic signals are produced, a modulation of the 

laser radiation is usually achieved by imposing a sinusoidal modulation of angular 

frequency co, on the injection current of the device. The laser output frequency as a 

function of time is given by.
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v(t) =<v> + acos{(at) (2.18)

where <v> is the average emission frequency from the laser, co is the angular modulation 

frequency and a is the modulation amplitude. As the average emission frequency from 

the laser source is scanned across the gas absorption line of interest, it is assumed that the 

output power o f the laser does not change such that equation 2.17 can be approximated 

and expressed as,

I(v) = Io(v)(l-K(v)nZ) (2.19)

By substitution of equation 2.18 into 2.19,

I(v) = Io(v) ( 1-k ( < v > + ocos(co/j^nZ,) (2.20)

The time dependent expression in equation 2.20, is an even function with time and can be 

expanded into a Fourier cosine series as,

00

k ( < v >  + acos(co/)) = ^ / / „ ( <  V >)cos{ncot) (2.21)
n=0

where <v>, for the duration o f a modulation period is considered a constant. H„{<v>) is 

the nth Fourier component of the modulated absorption coefficient. Obviously, depending 

on the type o f lock-in amplifier used, individual Fourier components can be selected to 

detect at the nth harmonic o f the modulation frequency. In this instance the processed 

signals from the lock-in are proportional to,

loH„(<v>)L, for n> I (2.22)

and are strongly influenced by the absorption lineshape. If the effects o f collisional 

broadening are the most dominant, then the absorption coefficient can be expressed as a 

Lorentzian function.
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k l (v ) = - ^ -------------^  (2.23)
v(t) -  Vo

1 +
Y l

where yl is the HW H M  of the absorption line and at line centre k l (v ) = 1. The definition 

of two dimensionless parameters are given by,

Y i .

and

X = (2.24)

m = —  (2.25)
Y l

where m is define as the modulation index and thus the absorption coefficient becomes.

Kl(x,w ) = -------------------------- 7 (2.26)
1 + {x + mcos(a>t))

Therefore, the 2"‘* Fourier coefficient (2"̂ * harmonic) output from the lock-in amplifier for

a Lorentzian absorption line can be expressed as.

(2-27)
7T "l  + (x + mcos{6))

Throughout this research, WMS was successfully implemented with a variety of 

semiconductor lasers. The frequency of the modulation was typically in the kilohertz 

region with the modulation index, m =  2.2 for 2 / harmonic detection and 1.65 for I f  

harmonic detection where maximum amplitude of the signal is obtained. The advantage 

of the technique in comparison to direct detection is demonstrated by the traces in figures 

2.4 and 2.5. The absorption profile in figure 2.4 represents the direct detection of a water 

vapour absorption line in the 935nm region of the spectrum. The emission wavelength of 

an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) was tuned across the H2O absorption line in a 

continuous manner by using a combination of injection current and piezo electric
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transducer (PZT) voltage. Details o f  the wavelength tuning mechanism o f  the ECDL are 

given in more detail in chapter 4. As the laser wavelength is passed through the gas cell, 

the resulting decrease in the absorption signal was recorded with a photodiode. In figure 

2.4, the effect o f  the decrease in output power o f  the laser, as the em ission wavelength is 

tuned across the H2 O absorption line, is clearly observable with the sloping background 

on the recorded absorption signal.

130 -

120 -

.9  110 -  
(/>
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2  100 -  
h -

90 -

50 52 56 5848 54 60

Current/PZT voltage (a.u.)

Figure 2.4. D irect detection o f  a H2O absorption line in the 935nm region o f  the 
spectrum.

In comparison, when the WMS technique is implemented for detection o f  the identical 

water absorption line, with the PZT o f  the ECDL modulated at 14kHz, the change in the 

detected signal is significant. Figure 2.5 shows the I f  and 2/harm onic signals o f  the H2 O 

absorption line at 935.684nm  with the sloping background removed. The zero-crossing 

point o f  the I f  and the peak o f  the 2 /  signals both represent the absorption line centre, 

which are com m only em ployed for frequency referencing and minimum concentration 

schemes, respectively. To demonstrate the effect o f  the modulation index on the detected 

absorption signals, a number o f  measurements o f  the //harm onic and 2/harm onic signals 

for increasing values o f  the modulation index, m were recorded.
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Figure 2.5. Typical harmonic detection signals recorded with a lock-in amplifier showing 
the I f  and 2 f  harmonic detected traces with the sloping background conveniently 
removed.

Figure 2.6 shows plots of the //harm onic signal of a water vapour absorption line for 

various values of the modulation index. In addition to an increase in signal strength with 

increasing m, the lineshape profile broadens corresponding to a broadening of frequency. 

The maximum peak to peak value for the I f  trace occurs when the modulation index is 

equal to 1.65.
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Figure 2.6. I f  harmonic detected signal measured as a function o f  the modulation index 
showing the change in peak to peak amplitude and broadening o f  the absorption line as 
m is increased.
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The same measurement was carried out for the 2 / harmonic signal as indicated in figure 

2.7. Again, the modulation index is changed by increasing the amplitude of the 

modulation and for the case of the 2 f  signal, a maximum amplitude is recorded for m 

equal to 2.2.
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Figure 2.7. 2 f  harmonic detected signal o f  a H2 O absorption line at 935nm measured as a 
function o f  the modulation depth. The amplitude o f  the 2 f  signal increases as m is 
increased to a maximum value at m=2.2.

Finally, the peak amplitudes of the 2 / traces as a function of modulation amplitude are 

shown in figure 2.8 demonstrating the initial increase and subsequent decrease in peak 

amplitude. The position on the graph where maximum 2 / signal occurs corresponds to m 

= 2.2, as expected [17].
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Figure 2.8. 2 f  harmonic peak amplitude o f  a H2 O absorption line at 935nm measured as 
a function o f  the modulation amplitude.
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To summarise, the WMS technique is an extremely powerful and beneficial technique for 

gas sensing applications using semiconductor diode lasers. The fact that modulation o f  

the laser can be easily implemented by modulating the injection current to the laser, while 

the detection and processing o f  absorption signals is managed with a lock-in amplifier, 

generates an extremely effective technique to detect weakly absorbing gas species. The 

advantages o f  WMS are clearly evident with the removal o f  the sloping background 

present in direct detection and also the transfer o f  the detection to higher frequencies thus 

reducing any 1 /f  laser excess noise, which can reduce the accuracy o f  the detection 

process.

2.5.3 FMS

The primary difference between FMS and WMS is the frequency at which the diode laser 

radiation is modulated. FMS typically involves modulation frequencies set equal to or 

greater than the width o f  the absorption line. The main advantage o f  FMS over WMS is 

that the detected signal is shifted to higher frequencies where noise sources are reduced 

and also detector-limited sensitivities o f  the order 10’  ̂ to 10'* are possible [18]. A brief 

outline o f  the technique along with some experimental results is given here but a more 

detailed evaluation and assessment o f  the method can be found in [19]. The output o f  a 

laser diode can be modulated at some high frequency Q, by using for instance, a phase 

modulator. The spectral output o f  the laser will consist o f  the carrier frequency coc, and 

sideband frequencies C0c± O, as shown in figure 2.9.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.9. Frequency and intensity profile o f  a  diode laser beam (a) unmodulated, (b) 
m odulated with no absorption and (c) m odulated with absorption presen t with cOc 
corresponding to the carrier frequency and Q  the sideband frequency respectively.
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When the emission frequency of the laser diode is passed through a particular absorbing 

species, the absorption will act on each of the sideband frequency components. This is 

illustrated by the reduction in the amplitude of the upper sideband (coc + Q), as clearly 

indicted on the far right of figure 2.9. Typically, the modulation index is kept small so 

that the light spectrum consists of only the carrier frequency and one set of sidebands. 

The information of the absorption strength can then be extracted using phase sensitive 

detection techniques. FMS theory is written in terms of optical electric fields being 

transmitted through an absorptive and dispersive medium. In this way, phase information 

is retained in comparison to WMS where only intensities rather than electric fields 

representations are employed. For real systems, the intensity of the laser output fluctuates 

so that the electric field o f a frequency modulated laser beam is given by,

E(t) = Eo[l + Msin(a>mt + y/)]exp[i coot +i/^sin(a>mt)] (2.28)

where M  is the amplitude modulation index, cOm is the modulation frequency, a>o is the 

optical carrier frequency, \f/ is the phase difference between the amplitude and phase 

modulation and P is the frequency modulation index. Equation 2.28 can be rewritten, in 

terms o f exponentials with the exponential frequency terms replaced with a summation 

over Bessel functions, as,

+ 0 0

E(t) = Eoexp{i coot) exp(ila)J) (2.29)
/  = -oo

where r, = , ao = 1, and a±i = ~ ^  exp(±/^y) (2.30)
2/

where J/ is the 1th order Bessel function. If this modulated electric field is passed through 

a medium with both absorption and dispersion effects, the transmitted intensity can be 

expressed as a sum of Fourier components at frequencies corresponding to multiples of 

the modulation frequency, cOm- Analysis of the photocurrent using a lock-in amplifier at 

COm or some n cOm harmonic, the resultant complex signal amplitude is given by,

/  = 2Io[Re(Z)cos(9) -  Im(Z)sin(d)] (2.31)
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with.

^  = Z ^ ' '^cc{o)q + I q) J - \ I 2a\0)^  +  (/  -  n ) c o j ]
I

exp{-/>(ftJo + l(o J  + i<P[oio+il-f^)^n,]] (2-32)

where r* is the complex conjugate o f  r. The detector phase angle 6 relates the phase o f the 

detected signal to that o f the reference frequency in the lock-in amplifier so that the in- 

phase and quadrature components are 180*̂  out o f phase o f each other. The in-phase 

component corresponds to pure absorption while the quadrature component corresponds 

to dispersion o f the incident light. The trace in figure 2.10 represents the in-phase and 

quadrature signals o f a detected water absorption line in the 935nm region o f the 

spectrum. The emission wavelength o f  an ECDL was tuned linearly across the absorption 

line with the output fibre coupled to an external phase modulator. The output o f  the laser 

was thus modulated at 400MHz and the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals were 

processed with custom-made control electronics. The phase modulator consists o f  a low 

insertion loss, high electro-optic coefficient lithium niobate (LiNbOa) crystal where the 

refractive index o f the material is varied by applying an electric field [20].
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Figure 2.10. FM S signal where the 1 and Q components are recorded as the emission 
wavelength o f  the laser is tuned across a H 2O absorption line.
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2.6 Summary

An outline o f  the main features o f  absorption spectroscopy has been presented. The basis 

for diode laser spectroscopy in the near infra-red region o f the spectrum as a result o f  the 

vibrational overtone and combination band absorption profiles has been explained. The 

concept o f  linewidth o f  an absorption feature has been introduced with the most 

prominent broadening mechanisms, such as Doppler, collisional and a combination o f  the 

two examined in detail. A clear knowledge o f  these features is essential for accurate gas 

detection schemes. The concept o f  modulating the output beam o f a laser diode in order 

to improve the sensitivity o f the detection process is also discussed. The theory o f  both 

the WMS and FMS modulation techniques has been presented in addition to some 

experimental results involving H2O vapour sensing in the 935nm region o f the spectrum 

by employing both o f  these methods. In the succeeding chapters, the understanding and 

insight o f the various broadening mechanisms, modulation techniques are demonstrated 

in experiments involving topics such as frequency referencing, frequency stabilization 

and noise measurements o f laser sources. In particular, the majority o f the experiments 

are concerned primarily with water vapour sensing at 935nm. Additionally, water vapour 

detection experiments are also carried out with a DFB laser emitting at 1,39iim. Further 

details o f these measurements at 1.39(im are detailed in chapter 6.
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Chapter 3

Semiconductor Diode Lasers

3.1 Introduction

The main objective o f  this chapter is to provide a general introduction to the field o f  

semiconductor diode lasers for gas sensing applications, with specific detail on near 

infrared (NIR) lasers. Originally, it was the telecommunication industry that fuelled the 

research and advances in room temperature operating, wide-wavelength tuning range, 

low  current threshold, and relatively low cost NIR semiconductor laser sources. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, the fact these devices can be easily modulated and 

applied to spectroscopic based detection schemes has lead to detailed and varied research 

to further improve laser sources, which in turn has lead to improved accuracy o f  gas 

detection techniques.

Semiconductor laser devices presently available on the market at the time o f  this work 

and their numerous applications will be discussed. In particular, we look at their 

relevance in terms o f  spectroscopic sensing applications and contrast the advantages and 

disadvantages o f  each. A more thorough description o f  the operating principles and 

design o f  an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) and a general introduction to a 

distributed feedback laser (DFB) is also presented. These devices were employed 

throughout the course o f  the work for this thesis. The spectral characterisation and 

investigation o f  both these types o f  diode laser with a view  to operating them for gas 

sensing applications is detailed. In particular, sensing o f  H2O vapour absorption lines in 

the 935nm region o f  the spectrum is examined. Characteristics such as single frequency 

em ission, output power, continuous wavelength tunability, and spectral linewidth, all o f  

which are critical for highly accurate gas detection systems, are investigated and 

described. The subject o f  external optical feedback in relation to spectral degradation o f  

devices is also explored [1,2]. A  series o f  measurements to investigate the effects o f  

unwanted optical feedback are carried out on a slotted Fabry-Perot (SFP) laser. A lso a 

measurement o f  the linewidth enhancement factor o f  the SFP device using the Hakki- 

Paoli method, is presented. To begin with, an introduction to a series o f  rate equations.
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which describe the dynamics o f a laser diode in operation, is presented. The interaction of 

charge carriers and photons in addition to some typical spectral light-current 

characteristics of a Fabry-Perot device are modelled. The aim of the rate equation 

simulation is to provide a basic understanding o f the operation of semiconductor laser 

diodes, which are applied to gas sensing experiments throughout this thesis.

3.2 Coupled rate equations

One o f the most informative methods to achieve a better understanding and knowledge of 

a laser diode operation involves a set of rate equations [3]. The operating dynamics of 

semiconductor lasers are well described by such equations that describe the interaction of 

photons and electrons inside the active region. The coupled equations illustrate a simple, 

yet very accurate mathematical description of the diode laser. By incorporating a 

simulated model of the laser dynamics a series of coupled first order differential 

equations were generated which, when solved, evaluate the interaction between the 

injected carriers and photons in the diode laser. The coupling of the different rate 

equations is caused by the carrier density dependence on the stimulated emission, the 

absorption and the refractive index in the active material. The carrier density rate 

equation takes the form of.

The generation term (optical pump) is modelled as a current flow and is given by.

(3.1)

where.

  = Generation terms -  Recombination terms
dt

(3.2)

Generation = (3.3)
qV

with, /  = current

q = charge, V= volume of active region 

Tj. = internal quantum efficiency = 1
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This electrical pump term is the source of carriers, and under equilibrium conditions, 

must balance the net rate of loss of the carriers caused by the different forms of 

recombination involved. The current increases the electron density in the active region 

but may be considerably less than the actual value for the current being driven into the 

contact. The reason for this loss is the lateral diffiision and spreading of the charge 

carriers. These losses, for simplicity have been placed into the non-radiative 

recombination term, which itself also leads to a loss of carriers without producing any 

photons.

The recombination term on the other hand is more complicated as several mechanisms 

have to be taken into account. These include, spontaneous emission (photon emission), 

stimulated absorption (photon absorption), stimulated emission (coherent photon 

emission) and finally, non-radiative absorption (energy/heat dissipation). So we can say 

that without a generation term, the carrier decay.

where,

Vg = group velocity 

g  = gain

S = photon density

The expression for gain used in our model is given by the following.

d N  N

dt T (3 .4 )

where,

T = carrier lifetime

Then the stimulated emission is given by.

(3 .5)

(3 .6 )
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Normally it is sufficient to use the two-parameter ( )  logarithmic functionality for 

the gain, w ith being the transparency carrier density at which the stimulated optical 

gain is cancelled by the stimulated optical absorption (the material is transparent for the 

light at that frequency, i.e. gain is equal to the loss), and go is the gain coefficient, as it 

works reasonably well. However, for more linear gain curves the fit does not work as 

well so a third linearity parameter ( )  is added to correct the problem. is a constant

to ensure the natural logarithm is finite at = 0 such that the gain equals the un-pumped 

absorption. The equivalent equation for the rate o f  change o f photons is considered next. 

The rate o f  change o f photons within a laser cavity takes the form,

^  = (3.7)
d t  Tp

where F = confinement factor

= spontaneous emission factor 

B  =  bimolecular coefficient

In this instance, with regards to the photon density, the processes involved include 

stimulated and spontaneous emission (through which photons are created), absorption 

and mirror loss (through which photons are lost). The first term in the equation represents 

the stimulated emission and is multiplied by the confinement factor, which gives the 

percentage o f total optical energy found in the active region. The second term represents 

the spontaneous emission and finally the losses, which are given by the photon density 

divided by the photon lifetime. An understanding o f the dynamic response o f a 

semiconductor laser is vital in particular in the area o f optical fibre communication 

systems where the device current is modulated periodically and the laser output is in the 

form o f pulses. When current is applied to the laser, stimulated emission can occur but 

the laser does not emit coherent light until the current exceeds a critical value. This value 

is known as the threshold current, 7,^. As the current is increased to a level above 7,^, a

time interval passes, known as turn on delay, before the laser power starts to increase 

rapidly. Also, because o f the non-linear nature o f the interaction between the photon and 

carrier densities, the power does not increase linearly. The laser output oscillates
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periodically for several nanoseconds before achieving its steady state value. These 

oscillations are commonly referred to as relaxation oscillations, and their frequency is 

governed by the non-linear dynamics o f the photon-carrier interaction. The frequency of 

the relaxation oscillation is typically in the gigahertz range and increases with increasing 

injection current.

3.2.1 Simulated results

The rate equations are solved with the aid of a fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical 

technique used to solve differential equations [4]. The graph in figure 3.1 gives a clear 

and illustrative idea of how the carrier and photon densities interact and shows us how 

the two rate equations are coupled together. Some of the typical values for the parameters 

used in the simulation are also listed in figure 3.1. The photon density S  is multiplied by 

1000 here just to give a better pictorial contrasting view o f how both N  and S  values are 

linked to each other. The device modelled for this simulation was a single mode Fabry- 

Perot laser diode emitting at 1550nm at room temperature.

5.00E+024 -

4.00E+024-

co
■o 2.00E+024
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O.OOE-KXDO -

Param eter Value

Spon. emission factor, p le-4

Carrier lifetime (s) le-9

Cavity e f f  Index 3.336

Bimolecular coeff. (m^3/s) le-16

Confinement factor 0.3

Cavity length (m) 300e-6

Carrier density (m''-3) 
Photon density (m^-3)

Time (ns)

Figure 3.1. Simulation o f  time evolution o f  carrier and photon densities demonstrating 
relaxation oscillations, along with some typical parameters.

An initial value o f 5xlO^^(m"^) is set for the carrier density N  and S  is set to zero, as 

there is no light output initially. O f course the advantage o f the simulated model is that 

parameters can be constantly changed in order to investigate different scenarios. For the 

simulation in figure 3.1, the injection current density was set at 4000A/cm^ and the time
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range for the simulation is set from 0ns to 4ns. As shown in figure 3.1, the carrier density 

initially increases as the active region is filled. Of course, there is very little photon 

density present until the carrier density reaches its threshold value. At this point, 

stimulated recombination begins to limit a further increase in carrier density as the 

photon density starts to increase. This delay before the photon density “turns on” is called 

the tum-on delay of the laser. It is evident from figure 3.1 that the tum-on-delay o f this 

particular laser simulation is approximately 0.5ns and about 2.5ns before the laser output 

power stabilises. A power output versus current curve, commonly referred to as a LI 

curve, is modelled using equation 3.8 and is illustrated in figure 3.2.

P = S.(hv).(Vp).(Vg) * mirror loss (3.8)

with, S  = photon density 

hv = energy per photon

Vp = volume occupied by the photons, and Vg = group velocity

The numerically solved L-I curve is linear and the value for threshold current can be 

easily obtained. It is extremely beneficial for gas detection schemes if the laser source 

exhibits this behaviour. Otherwise, the accuracy and sensitivity of measurements are 

impaired if  any sudden or discontinuous changes in output power occur.
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E
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Figure 3.2. Plot o f  optical output power versus current fo r  simulated behaviour o f  a 
Fabry-Perot device.
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3.3 Laser sources for gas sensing applications

In this section, a discussion of some of the most prominent laser diode sources presently 

available on the market for gas sensing applications is introduced. A brief description of 

some other common laser diodes and the design feature unique to all is also made. Some 

of the latest technology in terms of gas detection for both safety and defence scenarios 

with laser diode-based, high-resolution spectroscopic techniques, are also examined. 

Finally, a comparison is made between the various laser sources with particular reference 

to their spectral characteristics. The worldwide diode laser market was worth 

approximately $3.23 billion in 2005, which gives a tangible impression as to the 

importance of these devices [5]. Obviously, there are numerous different applications for 

these lasers not only in the gas detection/sensing field. For this discussion however, we 

will concentrate predominantly on this area and look at some of the devices and their 

designs, most commonly employed, and a sample of the more recent and promising 

innovations to date. An example of some o f these laser diodes that are successfully 

applied to spectroscopic study include, external cavity diode lasers (ECDL), distributed 

feedback lasers (DFB), Fabry-Perot lasers (FP), slotted Fabry-Perot (SFP), distributed 

Bragg reflector (DBR), sampled-grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG-DBR), vertical 

cavity surface emtting lasers (VCSEL), and quantum cascade lasers (QC), to name but a 

few. The laser sources principally used throughout this research include an ECDL and 

DFB laser, which are described in more detail in section 3.4.

The simplest design for a laser diode, which is the basis for many other laser designs, is 

the Fabry-Perot resonator. Fabry-Perot lasers are constructed with a gain region and a 

pair of mirrors formed by simply cleaving the end facets of the device. Unfortunately, the 

only wavelength selectivity is from the wavelength dependence o f the gain and the 

requirement for an integral number of wavelengths in a cavity round trip so that the 

device does not have single mode emission. The requirement for a laser diode to emit in 

only one mode is of paramount importance in many applications. Therefore, much 

research has been carried out to alter and invent new laser designs to achieve this single 

mode emission spectral characteristic. One outcome of this search for a single frequency 

device is the slotted or stabilised Fabry-Perot (SFP) laser diode [6,7]. In a SFP laser the 

mode selectivity is produced by introducing etched slots at precise longitudinal poshions 

of the ridge waveguide, along the laser length. A schematic of a typical SFP laser diode
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device is shown in figure 3.3. The device normally consists o f a number of slots, which 

produce a refractive modulation of the cavity resonance spectrum by a change in the 

refractive index o f the different sections causing reflection of the optical mode at these 

points. The slots introduce a perturbation along the cavity, which acts as a filter and thus 

a single longitudinal mode emission with a narrow linewidth may be achieved. One of the 

main advantages o f this type of device is the reduced cost due to the design, processing 

and device fabrication yield. Consequently, this type of laser has been used for numerous 

telecommunications applications and has been utilized in certain gas sensing studies [8].

Slot

y

2

Figure 3.3. Diagram ofSF P  device with three slots indicated in the ridge waveguide.

In comparison, DFB and DBR laser diodes are expensive and more difficult to construct 

due to the re-processing and re-growth fabrication steps [9,10]. However, both of these 

devices show excellent spectral properties and have been the benchmark laser sources for 

both sensing and telecommunications systems [11,12]. DBR lasers were historically 

developed in parallel with DFB devices with the primary difference in the design of each 

being the location of the frequency selective grating section. For the DBR laser, it is 

located in a separate section from the active region of the laser diode while for the case of 

the DFB laser the feedback grating is, as the name implies, distributed throughout the 

laser structure, usually above or below the active region. The emission wavelength of 

these devices is controlled by temperature and injection current to the laser diode but the 

maximum wavelength tuning range is narrow and limited to only a few nanometres. In 

certain gas sensing systems where multi species identification and detection is required 

and for some telecommunication applications, such as wavelength-division multiplexing 

(WDM), where a wide wavelength tuning range of the laser source is favoured, the
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overall wavelength tuning range of the DFB and DBR lasers are inadequate. A solution to 

this short wavelength tuning range was to design the so-called widely tuneable laser 

diode, where tens of nanometres tuning could be easily accomplished. An example of one 

such laser is a variation of the DBR structure and is termed, sampled grating DBR (SG- 

DBR) laser [13,14]. A typical structure for a SG-DBR laser diode has four sections 

consisting of a gain, phase, and two sampled grating mirror sections. The laser can 

operate at a particular single frequency when the reflection peaks for each end mirror 

coincide. The most important feature of the laser is its ability to tune the emission 

wavelength over very large ranges by modifying the injection current to the various 

sections of the laser [15]. There also exist many variations of the original four-sectioned 

structure where modulation components have also been incorporated into the laser diode 

design [16]. Further information on the design of the SG-DBR laser diode and other 

widely tuneable laser sources can be found in [17].

A vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) is unique in comparison to the 

previously described laser devices in that the axis of the optical cavity is at right angles to 

the layered structure and light exits the laser from the top surface rather than the more 

standard edge emitting lasers. The major advantages of this type of laser include simpler 

device packaging and improved fibre coupling. Also, devices can be individually tested 

while still on a wafer before cleaving into individual die. The laser architecture consists 

of a pair of DBR mirrors positioned parallel to a wafer surface with an active region 

consisting of one or more quantum wells. Large wavelength tuning ranges o f VCSELs of 

more than 30nm have been successfully achieved with various configurations of the 

original design [18,19]. Further information on VCSELs and their spectral characteristics 

and applications can be found in [20].

As discussed in chapter 2, the absorption lines probed with laser radiation in the near 

infrared region of the spectrum are rotational lines associated with overtone and 

combination bands of the fundamental vibrational absorption features. In order to 

effectively target these absorption lines in the near infrared spectrum a series of high 

sensitivity modulation spectroscopy techniques are required due to the weak absorption 

linestrengths of species at those wavelengths. The past few years have seen a 

development of a new breed of lasers called quantum-cascade (QC) lasers. With these 

devices h is now possible to create single frequency laser radiation that cover the mid- 

infrared region of the spectrum (~2.5|j.m - 20|am). This innovation has obviously 

immense significance for spectroscopic detection as the fundamental absorption spectra
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of many molecules have much stronger absorption linestrengths in the mid-infra red of 

the spectrum [21], Unlike other semiconductor laser sources, where the emitted 

wavelength is determined by the band gap of the material used to grow the device, the 

emitted wavelength o f a QC laser is governed by the thickness of the constituent layers. 

The general idea of the device is to have intersubband-transitions o f electrons inside a 

quantum-well structure where electrons are driven towards the active region by an 

applied electric field. When an electric current flows through a quantum-cascade laser, 

electrons cascade down an energy staircase emitting a photon at each step. The first QC 

lasers were operated in pulsed mode up to and above threshold but continuous wave 

operation required the device to be cryogenically cooled below room temperatures. 

However, after more than ten years o f development devices have been shown to operate 

pulsed or CW up to and above room temperature [22-24]. The QC laser shows excellent 

properties including high power output, wide tuning range and ability to work at room 

temperature, which obviously make it ideal for many applications [25-27],

Finally, in recent times, the subject o f security with regards to detection of harmful 

instruments and explosive materials has come to the forefront of scientific research. The 

latest innovations and progress made in Terahertz (THz = lO'^ Hz) technology with the 

successful design and fabrication of both THz laser sources and detectors has ftielled a 

great deal of ground-breaking and exciting work. Its application in the area of medical 

imaging can be an advantage in comparison to current techniques like x-ray imaging for 

example. THz radiation can penetrate matter and reveals hidden objects, but in 

comparison to X-rays, THz radiation does not damage human tissue [28]. In addition, 

THz radiation is able to deliver information about the chemical composition of certain 

materials that exhibit unique spectral fingerprints in the terahertz range. This opens up 

completely new possibilities for the detection of illegal narcotics, explosives, concealed 

weapons and also manufacturing defects [29-31].

To summarize, a concise review o f some of the latest diode laser technologies and their 

applications has been made. Depending on the relevant application and operational 

wavelength, whether it is for spectroscopic detection purposes or telecommunications 

applications, there is a variety of affordable, reliable, room temperature operating single 

frequency sources currently available. Some of the most popular laser diodes have been 

presented and the two lasers employed extensively in this work (ECDL and DFB laser) 

are now described in detail.
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3.4 External cavity diode laser (ECDL) and distributed feedback laser 

(DFB) architecture

The main design features and theory of operation of both an ECDL and DFB laser are 

examined here. Special attention is paid to the components of the ECDL with particular 

emphasis on the Littrow configuration [32], A concise assessment o f the principle design 

features o f a DFB laser diode is also made. Laser diodes can be divided into two 

classifications, monolithic and coupled cavity sources. The difference between the two is 

related to the location o f the frequency selective element o f each laser diode. In the case 

of the DFB laser, the frequency filter is incorporated within the laser cavity in the form of 

a distributed grating, whereas for an ECDL, the external grating governs the single 

frequency operation o f the device. The principle function o f the external grating is to 

increase the quality (Q) factor of the laser resonator and therefore reduce the spectral 

linewidth and stabilize the laser’s emission wavelength. The Littrow configuration for a 

typical external cavity diode laser is depicted in figure 3.4. The general features o f the 

ECDL used throughout this research include a diode laser with a dielectric anti-reflection 

(AR) coating on the front facet, a beam collimator, an external grating which provides the 

feedback to the laser, and a beam correctional mirror unique to this ECDL. The function 

o f the beam correctional mirror (BCM) is to compensate for any movement of the output 

beam as the grating position is adjusted.

BCM

AR coated 
laser

Figure 3.4 Schematic o f  an external cavity diode laser in the Littrow configuration with 
external grating and beam correctional mirror (BCM) clearly indicated.
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The need for the front facet of the solitary laser to have an AR coating is paramount to 

the successful operation of an ECDL. The diode laser can only operate in the external 

cavity arrangement if the reflectance o f diode laser’s output facet is extremely low. 

Characteristics, such as increased tuning range, high output power, and a stable operating 

region of an ECDL can be dramatically improved, along with the laser lifetime, by 

introduction of an AR coated facet [33]. The requirement for strong external feedback is 

that the mirror losses of the diode laser cavity are much greater that that o f the combined 

diode laser, grating filter and the coupling losses of the external cavity. O f course, most 

commercial available lasers have the option o f AR coatings as it also serves to protect the 

front facet of a device from degradation due to high output power from the device. One 

of the most commonly utilized materials for anti-reflection coating o f AlGaAs and 

InGaAsP facets is silicon monoxide. Temperature control of the entire ECDL set-up is 

achieved with a Peltier controller in combination with an AD590 temperature sensor 

located close to the diode laser.

Obviously, one of the most important elements in the ECDL design is the external grating 

that provides the feedback. The emitted laser light is spectrally filtered by an external 

grating and partially fed back into the laser diode. While the first order diffraction from 

the grating is reflected back into the laser diode, the zeroth order is coupled out. The 

wavelength is set by the grating, which diffracts the light with a certain wavelength 

directly toward the front facet. The exact emission wavelength of the ECDL is 

determined by the standing wave formed inside the cavity. Figure 3.5 shows a typical 

grating geometry, with grating period d, incident and diffracted angles a  and P, as clearly 

indicated.

► ►

Figure 3.5 Geometry o f  diffraction grating fo r  plane waveforms.
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Diffraction gratings are the most commonly used wavelength filters for ECDLs. The 

formula for constructively diffracted orders o f  light reflected from a diffraction grating is,

«X, = dsinP (3.9)

where d is the grating spacing between reflective surfaces, (3 is the angle o f  diffraction, X 

is the wavelength o f  the incident light and n is an integer.

In order to achieve high resolution control o f  the grating position which is essential for 

accurate wavelength tuning o f  the laser, the external grating can be mounted on a 

piezoelectrical transducer (PZT). PZTs are solid-state actuators that convert electrical 

energy directly into mechanical energy with extremely high resolution. This allows the 

position o f  the grating to be finely and accurately tuned by application o f  a voltage to the 

PZT. O f course, the grating position can also be adjusted manually but this results in 

quite coarse tuning and should only be carried out when initially trying to operate the 

device at the desired wavelength. It is well known that the introduction o f  external optical 

feedback can strongly affect the properties o f  semiconductor diode lasers. It can cause 

variations in optical output power, spectral linewidth and laser threshold depending on 

the strength o f  the feedback [34]. M odelling the effects o f  the optical feedback by adding 

a time delayed feedback term to the standard laser rate equations is achieved by using the 

Lang Kobayashi equations [3]. For the case o f  an AR coated laser it is sufficient to treat 

only a single cavity round trip where multiple reflections are neglected.

The mechanism o f  mode selectivity in a coupled cavity laser such as an ECDL can be 

understood by referring to the three mirror model as indicated in figure 3.6(a). This figure 

is fundamental to the extended feedback model o f  a Fabry-Perot diode laser with external 

cavity. Ri and R2 correspond to the reflectivities o f  the end facets o f  the FP diode, and R 3 

is the reflectivity o f  the external mirror as clearly indicated from the figure. Lj and Lext 

are the laser cavity and external cavity lengths respectively.
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Figure 3.6. {a)External cavity laser and the equivalent cavity with the effective mirror 
reflectivity Rejf that resembles the external section and (b), the net propagation gain and  
the net mirror loss as a function o f  wavelength.

The reflection from the third mirror can be treated by combining it with the diode laser 

end facet, resulting in an effective mirror reflectivity, Ref replacing the three mirror 

cavity to an equivalent two mirror cavity. The effect o f the feedback from the external 

cavity can be modelled through an effective wavelength dependent reflectivity o f  the 

front facet from the external grating. As a result, the cavity loss is different for different 

FP modes o f the laser cavity. In general the loss profile is periodic as shown in the figure
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3.6(b). The mode selected by the couple cavity device is the FP mode that has the lowest 

cavity loss and is closest to the peak of the gain profile. Due to the periodic nature of the 

loss profile, other FP modes with relatively low cavity losses may also exist in the form 

o f side modes whose power should be approximately 30dB below that of the main lasing 

mode.

External cavity lasers have very narrow spectral linewidths which make them appealing 

for many applications. The spectral linewidth of a diode laser is proportional to the 

spontaneous emission rate and inversely proportional to the number of photons in the 

laser cavity [35]. For most cases, the external cavity length Lext is much longer than the 

original laser cavity length. The spontaneous emission rate is the number o f photons 

emitted into the lasing mode per unit time. Because the mode spacing varies as 1 / L e x t ,  the 

spontaneous emission rate also varies as 1/ Lext- The number of photons for a certain 

power level in comparison is proportional to Lext. As a result of these relations, the 

linewidth of an external cavity diode laser is proportional to the inverse square of the 

external cavity length. This means that even for relatively short external cavities (in the 

centimetre range) for instance, linewidths of <300kHz have been recorded [36]. Not 

surprisingly, other arrangements exist for an external cavity laser, one o f which is termed 

Littman-Metcalf [37]. For this design, the grating position is fixed and a rotating mirror 

can be turned to tune the wavelength. One of the major differences between the Littrow 

and Littman-Metcalf configuration is that the output power from the Littman-Metcalf is 

less due to a loss beam from reflections from the grating explained as follows. The beam 

emitted by the diode laser chip is collimated and then reaches the grating. The grating 

acts as a beam splitter with the zeroth order beam coupled out of the laser whereas the 

first order beam is coupled to the tuning mirror of the laser. There, it is coupled back to 

the grating which acts again as a beam splitter with the first order beam is coupled back 

into the laser. However, there appears again a zeroth order beam, which is coupled out of 

the laser, which results in light being lost and so the output power is reduced. 

Unfortunately, one of the main problems with external cavity arrangements is the 

mechanical and thermal stability o f the system. In an effort to counteract this issue the 

use of micro-electromechanical structures (MEMS) have been successfully introduced 

into external cavity laser design as an alternative approach to act as actuator for the 

grating [38].

Distributed feedback lasers are one of the most important commercially available devices 

for both the research and industry markets. Its popularity is due to the excellent spectral
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characteristics such as stable single frequency emission, very high SMSR, good 

wavelength tuning range and narrow linewidth making it especially suitable for 

telecommunications and gas sensing applications. The unique feature of DFB laser 

diodes, which separates them from other laser sources, is the introduction of a grating in 

the device structure. In comparison to a Fabry-Perot device where optical feedback for 

the laser resonator is provided by cleaving the end facets, a DFB laser diode has a grating 

introduced to one of the cladding layers. The optical feedback is obtained by the periodic 

variation o f the effective refractive index of the corrugated optical waveguide, which as 

the name indicates, is distributed inside the laser cavity. The periodic index variation 

results in a wavelength selective feedback that is responsible for the devices exceptional 

single frequency emission properties. The key parameter for DFB laser operation is the 

coupling constant between the grating and the laser mode, kL, where k  is the coupling 

coefficient and L is the device length. This coupling is controlled by the spacing between 

the grating layer and the laser mode, as well as the grating corrugation function and index 

difference between the high and low index material consisting of the grating region. An 

example of a typical DFB structure is shown in figure 3.7.

D istributed
G ratingp-type

n-type
A ctive region

Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration o f  a standard (DFB) semiconductor laser with the 
grating period A, shown.

The maximum reflectivity of the grating occurs around the Bragg wavelength X,b of the 

grating. The Bragg wavelength is given by,

>tB = 2An« (3.10)

where A is the grating period and n̂  is the effective refractive index of the waveguide 

without any grating. For further information and more detailed analysis with regards to 

design, spectral characteristics and operation of external cavity diode lasers and 

distributed feedback laser diodes, the reader is referred to the following [39].
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3.5 Spectral investigation o f  laser diodes for high resolution spectroscopy

In this section a number o f fundamental experiments that help characterize a laser diode 

and determine its suitability to gas sensing applications, are presented. O f course, one of 

the most important attributes a laser diode can have for spectroscopic measurements is 

the ability to tune the emission wavelength of the device. This is especially important in 

the field o f gas sensing where several absorption lines may need to be targeted, so 

continuous wavelength tuning of the device is essential. The output wavelength of a DFB 

laser, as already mentioned, can be tuned with injection current or temperature. Figure 

3.8 shows the current induced temperature tuning behaviour of a DFB laser with injection 

current at 935nm. The maximum tuning range over the entire 30mA trace is 0.32nm, 

providing a tuning rate of 0.0104nm/mA with the laser showing excellent linear 

wavelength tuning behaviour.
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Figure 3.8. Wavelength tuning characteristics o f  a DFB at 935nm with current, at 20^C 
providing a tuning rate o f  0.0104nm/mA.

Obviously, continuous mode-hop free wavelength tuning is critical for a laser diode 

operating in a gas sensing system but it is generally not an issue for DFB laser 

technology. For example, when using the 2 / harmonic signal to detect an absorbing gas 

species as discussed in section 2.5, the resuhing gas absorption profile can be corrupted if 

the wavelength tunes in a non-linear fashion. The wavelength tuning rate o f the same 

device with temperature was measured to be 0.0597nm/°C. The graph in figure 3.9 is a 

result o f passing the output of the device through a 1 metre gas cell at 25mbar and 

detecting the resultant water vapour absorption lines in the 935rmi region of the spectrum.
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The trace shows the direct detection signal, measured with a photodiode, o f  the laser 

beam through a H2O gas cell at a constant pressure and temperature. Due to the fact that 

the overall tuning range o f the scan is approximately 1.2nm, it is clear to see that several 

absorption lines o f  varying linestrengths are detected.
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Figure 3.9. Wavelength tuning o f  a DFB laser at 935nm with temperature at 30mA 
showing the direct detection o f  water absorption lines with obvious varying absorption 
strengths.

Therefore, from an optimum operating procedure point o f view with regards to gas 

detection schemes, it is more beneficial to tune the emission wavelength o f  a device with 

temperature in order to locate the absorption lines o f interest. The improved wavelength 

resolution afforded with injection current tuning can then be applied to target one 

particular absorption line.

Knowledge o f  the SMSR (side mode suppression ratio) o f a semiconductor diode laser is 

essential for device analysis as it gives vital information regarding the single frequency 

emission and spectral purity. The SMSR o f a laser diode is defined as the ratio o f  the 

power in the central lasing mode to the power in the next most intense side mode 

measured in decibels (dB). The SMSR o f  a laser diode can be measured quite easily by 

fibre coupling the laser output and recording the resulting spectrum on an optical 

spectrum analyser (OSA). It is a simple method to determine if  the laser under test is a 

single frequency laser, which is essential for gas sensing applications. Figure 3.10 shows 

an OSA trace over a narrow range o f  6.5nm, depicting the SMSR o f a DFB laser diode
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emitting at 1.393|j,m with the main lasing mode and side modes clearly visible and SMSR 

>50dB.
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Figure 3.10. Measured SMSR (>50dB) fo r  a DFB diode laser emitting at 1.393fim with 
its temperature fixed to 2 (fC  and the injection current set at 120mA.

The output power from a diode laser can vary depending on the injection current and 

efficiency of the device. A laser diode with a large output power is desirable so that it can 

be used in a variety of experimental set-ups, involving both free-space and fibre coupled 

gas sensing arrangements. Obviously, most laser diodes are usually specified with a 

maximum output power value but for fibre-coupled schemes the maximum fibre coupled 

power is of principal importance.

Figure 3.11 shows the output power of an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) as a 

function of current and PZT voltage at constant temperature. The current to the ECDL 

was scanned from 70mA to 120mA and the PZT voltage over its entire lOOV range 

(corresponding to a change in wavelength, 0.3nm < AX < 0.5nm) showing a maximum 

output power of > 60mW. It should be noted that with fibre coupling of the ECDL the 

maximum output power recorded from the laser was significantly less than 60mW.
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Figure 3.11. Contour map o f  output power o f  ECL as a function o f  gain current and piezo 
voltage measured with a silicon photodiode Melles Griot universal power meter, at a 
constant temperature o f  20C.

Another very important spectral feature o f a laser diode is the spectral linewidth. It is a 

measure o f the temporal coherence or phase noise of the device and gives an indication of 

the minimum resolution available with the laser for gas sensing experiments. A typical 

linewidth o f a Doppler broadened gas absorption line at low pressure can be several 

hundred MHz wide so it is critical that the laser has a spectral linewidth significantly less 

than this to target and accurately determine the spectral profile o f the gas absorption line 

o f interest. A more detailed discussion of this topic is given in section 4.3.

3.5.1 Optical isolation and spectral degradation o f devices

The subject o f isolation and spectral degradation of laser devices has been researched and 

studied in detail by many authors as it plays a significant role in the design and 

fabrication o f laser diodes [40], The issue o f optical isolators, located internally within 

the packaging of devices, and some of the effects that can occur in the absence of 

isolation are discussed and presented. A series of experiments are described where a 

deliberate attempt is made to introduce external feedback to a slotted Fabry-Perot device 

chip and to observe the consequences in relation to spectral performance. Optical 

isolators are passive optical devices that allow light to be transmitted in only one 

direction. They are most often used to prevent light from reflecting back into the output



facet o f the laser. Optical feedback decreases signal-to-noise ratio, SMSR and 

consequently degrades the resolution o f a device resulting in less accurate detection limits 

for gas sensing and also higher bit-error rates in telecommunication applications. Ideally 

an isolator would pass all light in one direction and block all light in the reverse direction. 

Unfortunately, isolators introduce added expense and are typically large and even more 

costly for applications at wavelength regions not associated with telecommunications.

The experimental set-up for testing a single mode slotted Fabry Perot (SFP) laser diode to 

external feedback was to reflect the output beam back into the laser cavity with a 50% 

reflecting mirror placed about 10cm from the front facet of the laser. An output power 

versus current (LI) curve o f the device was recorded for both experimental conditions 

where the laser was operated with and without optical feedback from the external mirror. 

The injection current to the SFP laser was scanned from 0mA to 120mA at a constant 

heatsink temperature o f 20°C and the change in output power was recorded with an 

optical power meter. Figure 3.12 shows the results for both cases where the presence of 

optical feedback to the device has the effect of modifying the output power o f the laser in 

a non-linear manner. In figure 3.12 the effect of the feedback is clearly prominent and 

causes an undulation in the amplitude o f the power output of the laser. The reduction in 

output power o f the laser for the case with the optical feedback present is a result o f the 

reflecting mirror.
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Figure 3.12. LI curves fo r  a slotted device measured at 20^ C showing the comparison 
between feedback present and without any external feedback to the laser.
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The peaks (valleys) in the output power occur when the feedback field subtracts from 

(adds to) the field within the laser cavity. For modulating the device as required for 

harmonic gas detection [41], this non-linear variation in output power caused by the 

optical feedback can produce false results. The effect of the external optical feedback on 

the spectral purity of the SFP laser diode was also tested by measuring the SMSR for 

both cases with and without the optical feedback from the external mirror. A laser with 

high SMSR is critical for gas sensing applications to ensure spectral purity so that the 

main spectral feature under test can be isolated from other absorption associated with 

other modes. Figure 3.13 shows a SMSR trace recorded with a spectrum analyser o f the 

SFP at a constant current o f 79.2mA at 20°C showing a value >30dB.

By comparison, when the laser is subjected to optical feedback the effect has a negative 

impact on the single mode operation and SMSR of the device. Figure 3.14 shows the 

emergence o f other side modes in the presence of the optical feedback with the main 

lasing mode centred at 1562.83nm while the presence o f three enhanced side modes 

amplified by the induced feedback are clearly visible. As a result of the feedback, the 

SMSR has been reduced from 33.1dB to 25.6dB as shown in figure 3.14. It is clear from 

these series o f simple measurements that the need for optical isolators in devices is 

critical, especially if the laser is employed in a field where single frequency emission, 

high SMSR and linear power change with current is necessary, as is the case for gas 

sensing application.
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Figure 3.13. Optical Spectrum with zero feedback present. The centre wavelength is 
1562.83nm with SMSR >33dB at a drive current o f  79.2mA at 20^C.
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Figure 3.14. Optical Spectrum o f output emission from SFP device with feedback present 
measured with an Agilent (Model 86140B) OSA at a constant current o f  79.2mA and 
temperature o f  20^C.

3.5.2 Linewidth enhancement factor

The linewidth enhancement factor, also known as the alpha parameter, has a fundamental 

influence on several aspects of diode laser characteristics and behaviour. For example, it 

has a significant influence on the spectral linewidth, mode stability, and sensitivity to 

optical feedback of diode laser sources. The observed origin of the linewidth 

enhancement factor lies in a discrepancy between actual measured and theoretical values 

for the spectral linewidth of a semiconductor diode laser. Schawlow and Townes had 

already calculated a fundamental limit for the linewidth before the first lasers were 

experimentally demonstrated [42]. While this limit was later shown to be closely 

approached by a number of solid state lasers, significantly higher linewidth values were 

measured for semiconductor lasers even when the influence of external noise sources was 

very low. It was then later found by C. Henry that the increased linewidths result from a 

coupling between intensity and phase noise, caused by a dependence of the refractive 

index on the carrier density in the semiconductor. Henry introduced the linewidth 

enhancement factor, a, to quantify this amplitude-phase coupling mechanism, and 

calculated that the linewidth should be increased by a factor (1 + a ), which turned out to
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be in reasonable agreement with experimental data [43]. The linewidth enhancement 

factor is defined as the ratio of the partial derivatives of the real and complex parts o f the 

complex susceptibility, x “  Xr + with respect to the carrier density N,

a dN

dN

4;r dn 
A dg

(3.11)

where drt and dg are the small index and optical gain variations that occur for a change in 

carrier density dN  and A is the wavelength. The linewidth enhancement factor o f a slotted 

Fabry-Perot laser was measured using a technique commonly referred to as the “Hakki- 

Paoli method” [44]. This technique relies on the direct measurement o f dn, the small 

change in refractive index and d g , the change in the modal gain, as the carrier density is 

varied by an unknown amount dN  by changing the injection current to the laser below the 

threshold current limit in small increments. The resulting emission spectrum from the 

device, for each injection current value below threshold, is recorded with an optical 

spectrum analyser (OSA) with a resolution o f ± 0.0Inm, as shown in figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Amplified spontaneous emission o f  the slotted device at various injection 
current values below threshold, at a constant heatsink temperature o f  20^C.
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For the SFP laser the current was varied from 14mA to 21.5mA in steps o f 0.5mA at 

constant temperature o f 20®C. The change in refractive index dn is measured through the 

detection o f the wavelength shift of the longitudinal Fabry-Perot mode resonance’s, while 

dg  is calculated using the Hakki-Paoli method by measuring the fringe contrast (peak to 

valley ratio) o f the amplified spontaneous emission filtered by the Fabry-Perot cavity. 

The nett mode gain G„eu, o f a particular lasing mode can be determined from the ratio of 

the peaks to the troughs in the output spectrum of the laser [45].

G.,„ = jln Viil
■JkV V ( /

(3.12)

where L is the laser length which in this case was 300|j.m and r, is depth of modulation 

calculated from ,

r  =
P  4-  P

^  ^ i + \

2V.
(3.13)

where P, and F, correspond to the peak and valley power respectively.

The change in refractive index dn, can be determined from the wavelength shift o f the 

Fabry-Perot mode with change in injection current below threshold according to,

dn=(A/2LAX)dX (3.14)

where, AX is the Fabry-Perot mode spacing, L is the cavity length, A. is the nominal 

wavelength and dA. is the shift in wavelength with change of injection current. The laser 

mode spacing is given by,

dX = A}/2NeL (3.15)

where Ng is the effective index. Experimentally, the laser mode spacing is determined by 

recording the laser output on an OS A (Agilent, Model 861408), with a resolution o f ± 

0.0 Inm, and then measuring the spacing between successive peaks, which in this case 

was measured to be 0.94nm as clearly shown in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16. Measurement o f  wavelength shift as the injection current is changed from  
14mA to 21.5mA in steps o f  0.5mA recorded with an OSA.

Finally by substitution into equation 3.11 and cancellation of the carrier density terms, 

the linewidth enhancement factor is,

Then it is simply a matter o f plotting the wavelength shift for each mode versus the 

corresponding nett mode gain as shown in figure 3.17, and substituting the slope o f the 

graph in equation 3.16. For the SFP device emitting at 1560nm the a-parameter was 

measured to be a  = 6.37.

Values for the linewidth enhancement factor are typically between 3 and 7 but techniques 

that produce strain within laser structures have helped to reduce this value even further 

[46]. Obviously, a diode laser material system designed to have a low alpha parameter 

would be advantageous for lower sensitivity o f the laser to external optical feedback.

a  = (3.17)
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However, a laser diode having a large alpha parameter could be extremely useful in the 

design of a widely tuneable laser diode where a large change in refractive index occurred 

for a relative small change in carrier density. Nonetheless, a laser diode with large alpha 

parameter has a negative effect on the spectral linewidth of the laser and results in a 

increased value.
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Figure 3.17. Graph o f  wavelength shift versus modal gain.

The Hakki-Paoli method, as already mentioned, is a below threshold current technique 

and it measures the material linewidth enhancement factor as a function of photon energy 

and injection current. Therefore, the ability to measure the a parameter above threshold 

does not exist with this measurement technique and so it’s dependence on output power 

above threshold cannot be examined. Unfortunately, the technique carmot be successfully 

applied to devices with AR coated facets like DFB’s for example due to the reduced 

fringe contrast, which makes the measurement o f the c/g, the optical modal gain change, 

unachievable. Recently, some research has been carried out to examine the effects of 

optical feedback on quantum dots semiconductor lasers (QDLs) o f different device 

lengths and very low linewidth enhancement factors [47]. A lower linewidth 

enhancement factor for QD lasers results in a reduction of the spectral linewidth and also 

reduces the susceptibility of the devices to external optical feedback. Obviously, the 

ultimate goal is to fabricate a device where the need for an optical isolator is no longer 

necessary in the packaging of the laser [48].
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3.6 Conclusions

Some of the most common and useful semiconductor diode lasers used in gas sensing and 

telecommunications applications have been reviewed. In particular, the design, operation 

and wavelength tuning operating procedure for both an ECDL and DFB laser have been 

outlined. The most recent innovations in laser design for example, quantum cascade 

lasers and the latest imaging techniques possible with these devices has brought about the 

extremely powerful, and informative technology o f THz imaging. An examination o f the 

laser sources with tests, such as LI curves, SMSR, output power and wavelength tuning 

range, have been described and experimentally carried out. These results can then help 

determine the suitability o f devices for spectroscopic based gas sensing applications. 

Finally, an investigation o f the sensitivity of a slotted Fabry-Perot device to unwanted 

external optical feedback was made in addition to a measurement o f the linewidth 

enhancement factor o f the laser, with a discussion of negating the use of optical isolators 

for all laser diodes.
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Chapter 4

Spectral Characteristics of Injection Seed Sources 
for Space-Based Gas Sensing Applications at 

935nm

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background

A single-frequency laser source with high output power, very low intensity noise and low 

phase noise is essential for successful coherent optical communication and precision 

spectroscopy. Such single-frequency, low-noise operation is significantly more difficuh 

to achieve with high output power solid state lasers such as a Titanium:Sapphire 

(TiiAbOa), because these tend to be more susceptible to mechanical vibrations and are 

subject to significant thermal influences [1-3], One method to overcome this problem is 

to employ a low noise semiconductor diode laser to act as a seed source for injection 

locking o f  the solid-state laser to a single emission frequency [4-8], This chapter 

investigates the spectral characteristics o f two semiconductor diode lasers and the 

suitability o f  these lasers to function as seed sources for a space-based gas sensing 

project. The overall objective o f  the study involved the stabilization o f  4 laser frequencies 

to 4 specific predefined wavelengths. These wavelengths are associated with water 

absorption lines that occur in the 935-940nm region o f the spectrum. A list o f these H2O 

absorption lines, with their wavelengths and line-strengths obtained from the Hitran 

database are summarised in table 4.1 below [9].

W ater
Absorption Lines

Wavelength vacuum 
(nm)

Line-strengths
(cm/molecule)

Weak line 935.9065 4.15e'^"

Medium Strength 
line

935.56116 5.4e'^^

Strong line 935.68459 6.45e‘' '

O ffline 935.8564 6.0e'"‘’

Table 4.1. Water absorption lines and corresponding line-strengths.
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The devices investigated are candidates for operation as injection seed lasers (ISL) for 

larger laser sources and are applied in a space-based water vapour sensing experiment. 

The experimental procedure involves locking the em ission wavelength o f  one injection 

seed laser to the strongest water vapour absorption line using a reference gas cell and a 

wavelength modulation spectroscopy (W M S) technique [10]. This stabilized frequency is 

then used as a reference for three other lasers that are locked to three remaining 

absorption lines. Locking by means o f  gas absorption is the preferred technique since the 

absorption wavelength at a fixed temperature and pressure is constant. The stabilization 

technique for the three remaining lasers employs a Fabry-Perot interferometer to 

reference from the locked ISL.

This research is part o f  a larger study that examines atmospheric water vapour and 

aerosol distribution in the upper troposphere and lower troposphere in support o f  

atmospheric m odelling and chemistry studies. The parent project termed WALES (water 

vapour LIDAR (light detection and ranging) experiment in space) involves a differential 

absorption LIDAR (DIAL) instrument operating in the 935nm spectral range. The interest 

in the 935nm  region o f  the spectrum is related to the presence o f  the 940nm H2 O 

absorption band as previously detailed in section 2.4. The DIAL technique compares the 

attenuation o f  two lasers pulses emitted at different wavelengths. The pulsed em ission  

wavelength o f  the DIAL instrument at 935.684nm  corresponds to the strongest water 

absorption line in table 4.1 and is indicated by X,i in figure 4.1. The dynamic range o f  the 

DIAL instrument is increased by using two other on-line wavelengths, 'kj, ^3, o f  different 

absorption strengths and an individual weakly absorbing absorption line indicated by >.4 . 

The overall effect o f  the different water absorption linestrengths results in varied 

penetration depths o f  each wavelength as clearly indicated in figure 4.1 [II] .  Considering 

typical water vapour profiles, the differing absorption linestrengths o f  the online 

wavelengths possess different penetration depths, thus allowing measurement at different 

altitudes. The strongly absorbing water vapour line is used for high altitude 

measurements with the more weakly absorbing lines can measure at lower altitudes. 

Sampling both strong and weak water vapour absorption lines at different wavelengths in 

the 935nm  region can achieve a complete water vapour absorption profile across an entire 

altitude range. The importance o f  water in our everyday lives, without which the presence 

o f  life on earth would not exist, underlines the significance o f  this research. Further 

information on the W ALES m ission can be found in [12].
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Figure 4.1. Four pulses are transmitted at different wavelengths at three water 
absorption lines (strong, medium and weak) and an off-line wavelength. Backscattered 
light is detected at the four wavelengths.

4.1.2 Candidate seed sources

The spectral characteristics of two different semiconductor diode lasers, which are to 

operate as the seed source for injection locking are explored in detail and compared. An 

external cavity diode laser (ECDL) supplied by Sacher Lasertechnik and operating in the 

Littrow configuration was the chosen technology for the ISL. At the time of this work it 

was the only laser to meet the required optical specifications of the project in terms o f 

spectral linewidth and output power, at 935nm. Obvious advantages o f the ECDL include 

narrow spectral linewidth, high output power, and wavelength tuning all of which are 

ideal for spectroscopic applications. However, ECDL’s are not environmentally robust 

and are therefore unsuitable for space-based operation. This is due to thermal and 

mechanical instabilities o f the device, but nevertheless are used here as a proof o f 

principle approach. A distributed feedback (DFB) laser, supplied by Nanoplus, was also 

investigated as a possible alternative ISL. It should be noted that the preferred technology 

is a DFB laser but at the commencement of this work, these lasers were unable to meet all 

o f the optical requirements, with regards to spectral linewidth and output power. One of 

the biggest problems in realising high quality single frequency lasers in the traditional 

and best understood material systems (GaAs/AlGaAs) for short wavelength lasers (<
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Ijam) is the oxidation in the A1 of the AlGaAs overgrown layers during the grating 

writing process. This impairment has traditionally reduced the grating quality and the 

resultant control over the coupling ratio and the device. The coupling ratio is defined as 

the ratio o f the optical power in the grating region to the total optical power of the DFB 

laser and is dependent on the quality o f the grating. Recent results on new means of 

creating metal gratings on sides of the ridge waveguide, thus inducing complex coupling 

in the cavity, have shown good single mode yields and side mode suppression. This 

technique does not require the overgrown step required to date for the most widely used 

material system in this wavelength range. Other A1 free material systems are available in 

the wavelength range but are still at an early stage for realizing single longitudinal mode 

laser sources [13]. Finally, care was taken in the ISL design set-up to ensure that the 

ECDL can be easily replaced by a DFB laser with only minimal changes. The overall 

system architecture would be left unaffected by the substitution o f the laser source.

4.2 Device spectral characteristics

This research examines and compares the optical parameters of an ECDL and a DFB 

laser, both with single mode emission wavelengths at 935nm. Characteristics such as 

threshold current, wavelength tuning rate, maximum wavelength tuning range, side mode 

suppression ratio (SMSR), output power, and spectral linewidth are investigated. 

Knowledge o f these characteristics is essential to ensure that the optimal operation of the 

devices is achieved. These characteristics concern accurate wavelength tuning and high 

spectral purity of the output emission so that highly accurate water vapour detection in 

the 935nm range can be easily obtained. Continuous wavelength tuning o f the ECDL 

output is controlled by both injection current to the diode within the external cavity 

arrangement and a grating, which controls the frequency selective feedback from the 

external cavity.

To achieve high-resolution control of the grating position, which is essential for accurate 

wavelength tuning o f the laser, the external grating is mounted on a piezoelectrical 

transducer (PZT). PZTs are solid-state actuators that convert electrical energy directly 

into mechanical energy by motion with extremely high resolution. This allows the 

position o f the grating to be accurately tuned by application of a voltage over a maximum 

lOOV range corresponding to a range of approximately 0.3rmi < < 0.5nm [14].
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Temperature stability o f the laser is provided by a Peltier element in combination with a 

thermal sensor (AD590) mounted close the laser diode, which is connected to a suitable 

temperature controller, (ILX Lightwave, Model LDT 5910B). Varying the PZT voltage 

over the OV to lOOV range, the external grating can be precisely adjusted allowing the 

cavity length and therefore the emission wavelength to be accurately tuned.

The threshold current and slope efficiency of the two lasers are determined by measuring 

light-current (LI) curves. In the experimental set-up the heatsink temperature is kept 

constant at 20*̂ C and the output power of the lasers are measured using a Melles Griot 

universal power meter. For the ECDL, the PZT voltage to the grating was kept constant 

at 90V and the injection current to the laser was tuned from 0mA to a maximum of 

120mA. The output power is recorded with a silicon photodiode in an integrating sphere 

arrangement. The resultant LI curve is shown in figure 4.2 where the maximum output- 

power of the ECDL is more than 60mW at 120mA. Due to the high divergence o f the 

beam and fibre coupling losses, the maximum fibre coupled output power o f the ECDL is 

significantly less. The laser threshold at this temperature of 20'^C is 43.8mA from the 

peak of the second derivative o f the LI curve. The non-linearity o f the trace in figure 4.2 

is caused by mode hops due to the feedback from the external grating. The slope 

efficiency is calculated to be 0.2W/A above threshold.

70-1
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Figure 4.2. LI curve and its 2nd derivative o f  the ECDL with current swept from 0mA to 
120mA at a constant PZT voltage o f  90V and temperature cooled to a constant 20^C.
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With the injection current fixed at 90mA, the PZT voltage was also scanned and the 

output power recorded as shown in figure 4.3. The presence of a distinct peak output 

power value at the centre of each lasing mode in figure 4.3 is an extremely beneficial 

result for mode referencing of the ECDL and is described in more detail in Chapter 5.
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37  -

0.0 12.5 25.0 37.5 50.0 62.5 75.0 87.5 100.0

Piezo voltage (V)

Figure 4.3. Measured output power o f  ECDL with current kept constant at 90mA and 
PZT voltage swept from OV to lOOV at a constant o f  20^ C.

The DFB laser is fibre-coupled in a pigtailed style, FC/APC (fibre optic connector/angled 

physical contact) connection enabling it to be easily fixed to a copper mounting 

arrangement with a thermal sensor fixed close to the laser diode and electronically 

controlled with a temperature controller (ILX Lightwave, Model LDT 591 OB). For the LI 

measurement o f the DFB laser an ILX precision current source (ILX Lightwave, Model 

LDX 3207B) with a resolution of 0.05mA provides the injection current to the device. 

The fibre-coupled output power from the device was measured with an optical integrating 

sphere and a power meter. Figure 4.4 shows the emitted optical power as a function of 

injection current in the range OmA to 40mA and shows excellent linearity. A value of 

9.82mA is obtained for the threshold current while the slope efficiency in the range of 

20mA to 40mA, is measured to be 0.283 W/A at 25'^C.
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Figure 4.4. LI curve and 2nd derivative o f  DFB at 935nm. The threshold current is 
calculated to be 9.81mA at 25^C.

4.2.1 Wavelength tuning operation and performance

The significance of the wavelength tuning characteristics of a diode laser with respect to 

gas detection is critical. It can divulge the maximum wavelength tuning range of the 

device, which in turn can be used to determine if the laser is suitable or not for certain 

applications. The ECDL is classed as a widely tuneable laser source and due to its unique 

design it can provide a large wavelength tuning range. With the laser fixed at constant 

temperature, the wavelength can be varied with injection current but also by varying the 

voltage to the PZT [15]. Continuous wavelength tuning of the ECDL can only be 

achieved by simultaneous adjustment of the injection current and PZT voltage. From the 

trace in figure 4.5, it is possible to achieve quasi-continuous wavelength tuning over 

several nanometres, depending on which lasing mode the laser is scanned across [16]. 

However, the maximum continuous wavelength tuning for this particular device was 

measured to be 0.45nm. Figure 4.5 gives a clear indication of the tuning operation of the 

ECDL. This contour map of wavelength versus current and PZT voltage was recorded 

using the fast update mode operation o f a multi wavelength meter (HP 86120B). Each 

point on the contour map is recorded approximately three times per second to a resolution 

o f 0.0 Inm while the voltage is tuned over its full lOOV range with the current scanned 

from 70mA to 120mA.
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Figure 4.5. Contour mode map o f  emission wavelength o f  ECDL as a function o f  current 
and PZT voltage at a constant temperature o f  20^C.

The continuous tuning range may be extended by an increase in the current range to 

lower values less than 70mA. However, this would also result in a decrease in the output 

power. Single mode continuous wavelength tuning is only possible along certain 

positions of the lasing modes indicated by the flat, plateau regions in figure 4.5. In order 

to avoid any mode hops or experience any reduction in SMSR or output power, it is 

essential that the correct values for both the injection current and PZT voltage are 

applied. This ensures the tuning is fixed along the centre o f the mode and away from the 

mode boundary positions. After recording the wavelength contour map and identifying 

the various lasing modes, a combination of current and voltage can be obtained to tune 

linearly across the mode and wavelength of interest. This is depicted in figure 4.6 where 

the dashed line indicates the ideal tuning position in the centre, for this particular lasing 

mode. In addition, this current/voltage simultaneous tuning combination can be achieved 

by making use o f the internal monitor photodiode of the ECDL. By recording the output 

power o f the laser instead of wavelength, the contour mode map can also be obtained. 

This method is quicker compared to the slow response of the wavemeter. This technique 

is described in more detail in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.6. Contour mode map o f emission wavelength o f ECDL with the white dashed 
arrow indicating the continuous wavelength tuning behaviour with an overall decrease in 
wavelength.

The graph in figure 4.7 shows the resuhs of the well-defined tuning contour path that 

provides a continuous wavelength range of the ECDL of 0.45nm, with simultaneous 

tuning of the current in the range from 70mA to 120mA and the PZT voltage over its fiill 

lOOV range.
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Figure 4.7. Wavelength tuning behaviour o f ECDL measured using a multi wavelength 
meter showing approximately 0.45nm o f continuous tuning over the maximum PZT and 
50mA current tuning range.
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The continuous wavelength tuning of the ECDL emission enables the targeting at 935nm 

or other water vapour absorption lines of interest. The wavelength of the ECDL can also 

be tuned by adjusting the external grating position or by independently changing the 

injection current to the diode. With the temperature o f the ECDL fixed at 20°C, the effect 

on the laser emission wavelength while varying both the injection current and PZT 

voltage independently is also explored. Figure 4.8 shows the wavelength tuning 

behaviour o f the laser when the current is kept constant at 100mA and the PZT voltage is 

scanned from OV to 75 V. If the grating is moved in the same direction as the optical 

output of the laser, as occurred in this case, the standing wave oscillating inside the cavity 

will be compressed, resulting in a continuous change in the wavelength. But as the 

wavelength changes, this compression also varies the diffraction angle from the grating. 

After a while, a mode with one more half-wave (X/2) period inside the cavity will be 

pointing more directly toward the mirror, i.e. the mode will have lower losses, leading to 

an abrupt mode hop back in frequency clearly visible in the trace [17]. The larger shifts in 

wavelength are cavity mode hops as a result of mismatching between the laser cavity and 

the motion of the external grating to a lasing mode of lower loss.

Figure 4.9 shows the case where the PZT voltage is fixed and the injection current is 

scanned from 70mA to 120mA. For this situation, the increase in the current causes an 

increase in the optical cavity length o f the diode laser with the PZT voltage fixed. This 

results in a mismatch in the overlap between the laser cavity modes and the grating 

feedback wavelength profile does not shift, which results in mode-hops and 

discontinuous wavelength tuning as clearly seen in the recorded trace. Both of these cases 

where the current and PZT voltage are tuned separately while the other is fixed, can be 

more easily understood by reviewing the trace in figure 4.6 which shows a plot of ECDL 

emission wavelength as a function of current and PZT voltage with the positions o f the 

cavity mode hops easily observable. Obviously, this type of operation results in 

discontinuous wavelength tuning and is not useful in terms of gas sensing but it explains 

very clearly the intricacies of the design and operation o f a typical ECDL.
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Figure 4.8. PZT tuning as a function o f  wavelength o f  the ECDL with the current kept 
constant at 100mA and the diode heatsink temperature fixed at 20^C.
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Figure 4.9. Current tuning o f  the ECDL as a function o f  wavelength with the PZT voltage 
fixed  at 50V and the diode heatsink temperature fixed at a temperature o f  20^C.
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By comparison, the wavelength tuning properties of the DFB laser diode emitting at 

935nm are less complex. The emission wavelength of a DFB device can be tuned by 

either changing the temperature of the device directly using, for example, a Peltier 

thermoelectric device, or by changing the injection current to the laser. By increasing the 

laser mount temperature the refractive index in the tuning region is increased, thus the 

emission wavelength may be tuned in a linear fashion. Thermal tuning is based on the 

fact that the optical length o f a diode laser varies with temperature of the laser chip. 

Increasing the laser mount temperature causes a narrowing of the energy band gap, with 

the optical spectrum shifting towards longer wavelengths. Thermal tuning is slow but 

extremely large mode-hop free tuning ranges over several nanometres can be achieved. 

Injection current tuning of the laser can cause a reduction in the refractive index and the 

emission is shifted to shorter wavelengths. Heat is also generated with carrier injection 

due to the nonzero resistance of the diode and so the overall effect is to increase the 

emission wavelength o f the laser.

Typical tuning rates reported in the literature are (AX/AT) < 0.01 rmi/K and (A>./AI) < 

0.001 nm/mA for thermal and carrier density induced tuning respectively. However, in 

practice, current tuning rates show a wide variation since they are also highly dependent 

on the thermal resistance of the laser diode heat sink arrangement [18]. Figure 4.10 shows 

the measured emission wavelength dependence on temperature for the laser device in the 

range 14.5°C < T < 34.5°C at a constant drive current of 35mA. The greater wavelength 

tuning possible when the temperature of a DFB laser is varied can be very useful for 

identification purposes to locate the strongest absorbing gas lines in a wide range. To 

scan the gas absorption line in more detail, the DFB wavelength is varied by changing the 

current o f the laser diode, which allows the molecular absorption line to be sampled with 

excellent spectroscopic resolution. Also shown in figure 4.10 is the emission wavelength 

dependence on drive current where the laser heat sink temperature, T, is held constant at 

three temperatures T = 15°C, 20^C, and 25'’C. The emission wavelength tunes linearly

with both temperature (T) and current, (I), at respective rates of A>i/AT= 5.97x10  ̂nm/'C 

and AX/Al = 1.05x10 nm/mA. The maximum mode-hop free wavelength tuning possible 

with this temperature scan was 1.4nm and the maximum mode-hop free tuning with 

injection current was measured to be 0.32nm. The wavelength tuning procedure for the 

DFB is straightforward and far less complicated than the ECDL where a time consuming
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contour mode map is initially required, to acquire the correct current/PZT combination 

for continuous wavelength tuning.
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Figure 4.10. Emission wavelength tuning behaviour o f  a DFB laser at 935nm as a 
function o f  temperature and current tuning.

4.2.2 Spectral purity

For high performance gas sensing and optical telecommunications capabilities, it is 

necessary that all devices show dynamic single mode emission. The SMSR measurement 

is the quickest and easiest method to determine whether or not the laser emission is single 

mode. The SMSR of the ECDL was measured by viewing the fibre-coupled output from 

the device on an optical spectrum analyser (OSA, Agilient, Model 861408) with a 

resolution of ±0.01rmi. In particular, for spectroscopic gas sensing applications, a SMSR 

of >30dB is necessary in order to minimize mode partition noise and so prevent 

absorption signals associated with other modes interfering with the desired signal from 

the spectral absorption feature under investigation [19], Mode partition noise in 

semiconductor lasers describes how the intensities of all longitudinal optical modes 

fluctuate [20]. It arises when the main and side lasing modes fluctuate in a certain way so 

that the overall intensity remains relatively constant. The SMSR of the ECDL emission 

depends greatly on the operational point of the device in terms of injection current and
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PZT voltage. Therefore, it is vital that the laser tuning is maintained in a position away 

from any mode boundaries where the SMSR is drastically reduced. To get a better 

indication of how the SMSR of the ECDL output varies with current and PZT voltage, a 

contour plot o f SMSR as a function of current and PZT voltage was recorded. Over the 

range of 80mA to 120mA for the injection current and 20V to 50V for the PZT voltage, 

the dominant lasing mode and the side modes are again mapped out for each operating 

point, measured using an OSA. Figure 4.11 shows the resulting plot with the ECDL 

having an overall SMSR, at the optimum operating points o f the laser, of more than 

40dB. The SMSR of the ECDL is clearly reduced significantly to < 8dB at the mode 

boundary positions.

Figure 4.11. Measurement o f  the SMSR o f  the ECDL emission as a function o f  current 
and PZT voltage, that controls the grating angle. The SMSR o f  the device is >40 dB at 
stable operating points and from  the plot, clearly deteriorates at the mode boundaries.

The SMSR of the DFB at 935rmi was also recorded with an OSA, with figure 4.12

constant injection current of 35mA resulting in a SMSR value for the laser > 45dB.

showing a typical spectrum of the device at a constant heatsink temperature o f 23°C,
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Figure 4.12. SMSR >45dB fo r  the DFB laser emitting at 935nm with its temperature fixed  
to 23°C and the injection current set at 35mA.

Figure 4.13 shows emission spectra for various operating temperatures from 15^C up to 

30*̂ C at a constant drive current o f 25mA and demonstrates the temperature tuning 

characteristics o f  the DFB laser diode. For all temperatures, single mode emission is 

observed with a side mode suppression ratio >35dB covering a wavelength tuning range 

o f  approximately Inm.
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Figure 4.13. Emission spectra o f  DFB laser at 935nm at a constant injection current o f  
25mA fo r  various operating temperatures from 15^C up to 30^C.
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4.3 Spectral linewidth measurements

4.3.1 Laser spectral linewidth theory

The spectral linewidth of lasers is extremely important in the field o f spectroscopic 

measurements as well as coherent optical communication systems and therefore has been 

studied in great detail by many authors [21-23], Ideally, for a laser source applied to gas 

sensing it is necessary to have a device whose linewidth is much less than that o f the 

target gas. A Doppler broadened gas linewidth can be typically 500MHz at room 

temperature, therefore it is essential for increased resolution that the target gas o f interest 

is probed with a linewidth significantly less than 500MHz. In addition, since the spectral 

linewidth is a measure of noise o f the laser output, a laser with a narrow linewidth can 

result in greater accuracy and higher signal to noise detection levels. The fundamental 

spectral emission linewidth of a laser is associated with fluctuations in the phase o f the 

optical field. These fluctuations arise from carrier density oscillation, and spontaneous 

emission events of the gain medium into the cavity mode. In the optical field emitted 

from a laser, a stimulated emission event adds a photon to the field and the added photon 

has the same phase as the field already in the cavity. A spontaneous emission adds a 

photon whose phase is different to the phase of the field in the cavity. As a result of the 

addition of a spontaneous emission photon, the phase o f the optical field changes with 

time and induces a phase change to the optical field. In addition to the spontaneous 

emission event, the amplitude of the optical field is also changed. By means o f relaxation 

oscillations, the field decays to its steady state value but this causes an additional phase 

change. Because of the relaxation oscillations that occur after a spontaneous event, the 

carrier density will change because o f the interaction between carriers and photons as 

described by the rate equation model in section 3.2. These carrier density fluctuations 

induce refractive index changes causing additional phase noise and a broader linewidth, 

defined by the linewidth enhancement factor, as described in section 3.5.2. As a result, 

the output of the laser is not perfectly monochromatic but exhibits some degree o f phase 

noise defined by the spectral linewidth.
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4.3.2 Experimental

Many methods exist for measuring the linewidth of laser devices depending on the 

particular device parameters. The use o f a low noise current source to drive the laser 

under test can also help improve the accuracy of the measurement. The wavelengths of 

the ECDL and DFB devices under investigation here are in the 935nm range and 

therefore a delayed self-homodyne interferometric technique using kilometres o f single 

mode optical fibre at 935nm was considered prohibitively expensive. Hence a short arm 

homodyne technique was employed for measurement of the ECDL linewidth. The 

linewidth o f the DFB was also measured using a heterodyne technique with the ECDL 

employed as a local oscillator. In the former arrangement, the emitted optical field o f the 

ECDL is mixed with a delayed version o f itself. ECDL’s have very narrow linewidths 

due the their unique architecture which employs an external cavity. The ECDL used in 

these measurements had an external cavity length of approximately 2cm. As explained in 

section 3.4, the effect of the external cavity narrows the linewidth so the delay in the 

short arm set-up is fixed to be shorter than the coherence length of the ECDL under test. 

Therefore, the two arms of the ECDL optical field mix coherently and a number of 

interference peaks appear in the detected power spectrum. The free spectral range o f the 

peaks should correspond to the length of fibre used. For the linewidth measurement o f the 

ECDL the output o f the laser is split into two equal parts by means of a 50/50 coupler. 

One arm of the coupler is directed to 30m of fibre, which is much shorter than the 

coherence length o f the laser. The other beam is passed through a polarization controlling 

stage. The polarization controller consists of three loops of fibre, which can be 

mechanically rotated. The two beams are then recombined with another 50/50 coupler 

and detected with an IR 1 GHz low noise photoreceiver (New Focus Model 1611). When 

the two coherent fields are combined at the detector, a frequency difference signal is 

detected which contains the combined FM field of the arm delayed by the 30m of fibre 

and the arm that passes through the polarization controller. The technique converts the 

combined optical power spectrum to an electrical spectrum, which is then displayed on an 

electrical spectrum analyser (Hewlett Packard, model 8563A). However, because this 

electrical spectrum contains the noise of the two combined signals, the -3dB FWHM 

centred at OHz is equal to twice the actual linewidth of the laser under test. The 

experimental set-up for the self-homodyne technique used for the measurement of the
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spectral linewidth o f the ECDL is shown in figure 4.14. For this particular measurement, 

the ECDL had a maximum fibre coupled output power >10mW at room temperature and 

an emission wavelength at 935nm.

Polarisation State Controller

OAP IGHz
Photodiode

Electrical
Spectrum
AnalyserECDL

30m Optical Fibre

Figure 4.14. Experimental set-up fo r  ECDL spectral emission linewidth measurement 
using the short-arm method.

The output of the ECDL is fibre-coupled via an integral collimator and a single mode 

fibre but unfortunately there was no optical isolator included in the device packaging. 

Therefore, the linewidth measurements, in the absence of an isolator, proved quite 

difficult since the short-arm measurement profile (Lorentzian envelope function with an 

underlying interference pattern) was very susceptible to masking by the effects of 

feedback to the laser. The source of the feedback most likely resulted from stray 

reflections from fibre ends or by spurious optical cavities. In practice, the profile was 

non-ideal. Despite careful set-up and repeated optimisation of the measurement system, 

the linewidth measurement results obtained under the conditions were considered 

unreliable. This was attributed to the feedback from the fibre coupling stage. In view of 

these results, it was decided to adopt a different approach and the measurements were 

repeated under different conditions. The emission from the ECDL was directly coupled 

out through free space, bypassing the collimator and fibre coupling. The linewidth 

measurements were then repeated. In this arrangement the free-space emission was 

directed to an off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror to minimise feedback from refractive 

optical elements, before being coupled via an angle polished FC-APC fibre into the
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Mach-Zender fibre interferometer. The geometry o f this optical set-up was such that 

feedback to the ECDL was attenuated and its effects mitigated. Essentially non-optimum 

coupling to the interferometer with lOdB loss provided an effective 20dB isolation and 

decreased the sensitivity to back reflections from the first coupling stage. The resulting 

electrical spectrum of the linewidth measurement on the ECDL by the short arm 

homodyne method is displayed in figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15. The trace above shows the measured and fitted  RF power (in dBm) in the 
range 0 to 40MHz giving a value of230kHz fo r the linewidth o f  the ECDL.

The resulting linewidth shape was fitted with the expression in equation 4.1 where a 

value o f approximately 230kHz was obtained for the spectral linewidth o f the ECDL 

[24].

G(v) = |l -  X (cos(2;rvr) + sin(2;rvr)/ v)} (4.1)
V + A v

where, 5  is a scaling factor for the power level o f the trace, x is the delay time, v is the 

frequency and Av is the half width at half maximum of the Lorentzian laser lineshape. 

The measured data in figure 4.15 does not exactly fit the ideal profile where a difference 

is observed in the envelope of the peaks. This difference is most likely caused by external 

feedback to the laser, which results in optical power fluctuations. With the short arm
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method, the optical fields are mixing coherently and so the interference peaks are quite 

evident in the trace of the electrical spectrum.

The spectral linewidth o f the DFB laser was also measured, with a heterodyne technique 

using the ECDL as a local oscillator (LO) since its linewidth was expected to be 

significantly less that that o f the DFB device. The set-up for the heterodyne technique is 

shown in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16. Experimental set-up fo r  DFB laser emission linewidth measurement.

In this experiment, the ECDL output was directly fibre-coupled to a pair o f free space 

collimators and by carefully adjusting the collimators, the feedback effects to the ECDL 

were attenuated and reduced allowing a more accurate evaluation o f the spectral 

linewidth o f the DFB. For this measurement technique, the emission wavelength o f the 

ECDL is tuned to a frequency close to that o f the laser under test and is fixed during the 

experiment. This creates a heterodyne beat tone between the LO and each o f the 

frequency components in the signal spectrum as illustrated in figure 4.17. The emission 

wavelength o f the ECDL was tuned to within approximately 4GHz of the frequency of 

DFB laser. This was achieved with careful adjustment of the ECDL operating parameters 

and employing a suitable large bandwidth photodetector, while monitoring the ECDL 

emission wavelength with a wavelength meter. For this measurement a 6GHz 

photodetector was employed which meant that matching the emission frequency o f the 

two lasers was more easily achieved. For the heterodyne measurement, the frequency of
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the local oscillator must be tuned close to the laser frequency under test so that the 

mixing product o f the two lasers falls within the bandwidth of the detector. A summary of 

the theory behind the technique is given below and a more detailed description can be 

found in [25].

B eat  T o n e

- 3 2 0  T H z

V. = 3 2 0 T H zL O ~ 4 G H z

B eat  
t o ne L a s e r  

l i n e w idth

f~ 4 G H z

Figure 4.17. Illustration o f  heterodyne beat tone between the ECDL acting as the local 
oscillator and DFB laser diode.

Consider the two optical fields of both LO and DFB devices incident on the 

photodetector, after passing through a 50/50 coupler,

= (4.2)

E ,o i t )  = (4.3)
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where Ps(t)  and P lo(0  are the power variations as a function o f time, Vs and vio  are the 

optical frequency, and and (pw are the optical phase o f the laser under test and the 

local oscillator respectively. The total field at the photodetector is thus given by Eq. (4.4),

E ,{ t)  = E ^ t )  + E,^{t)  (4.4)

Since we are detecting the amplitude and not the optical field, photodetection is quadratic 

with respect to the optical field so that,

P { t )  = \E ,{ t) f  (4.5)

and the quadratic response, allows the detection o f the interference between the two 

fields. The generated photocurrent, i(t), in the detector is thus given by Eq. (4.6),

/(0  = /? |£ ,(0 | ' (4.6)

with the responsivity R o f  the detector given by

R = [A/W] (4.7)

where rjd is the quantum efficiency o f  the detector, q and hv are electronic charge and the 

photon energy respectively.

By substitution o f Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (4.6), we get Eq. (4.8),

i{t) = R[P^{t) + P ^ +  cos(2;r( ^ ) t  + A^^(/))] (4.8)

w ith///r = Vs -  v l o  and A(p(t) = <ps(t) -  <pLo(t)

The first two terms in Eq. (4.8) correspond to the direct intensity detection, while the 

third term is the important heterodyne mixing term. Note, the dependence on the actual 

optical frequency is gone and only the difference remains (//f). It is important to note that
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if  either field were separately detected on the photodiode, the resulting photocurrent 

would follow  only the power variations P(t) and all phase information would be lost. A 

polarisation state controller is placed in the path o f  the ECDL (LO) in order to align the 

polarisation o f  the LO to that o f  the signal under test. Matching the polarisation o f  the 

two signals maximises the signal strength o f the detected electrical field. The key 

requirement o f  this technique is to have a reference laser with a stable narrow (<lM H z) 

spectral linewidth. The reason for this is that the interference o f  the two optical fields is 

what is actually measured and so it is assumed that the linewidth o f  the LO is much less 

significant with respect to the laser under test. If  this is the case, then the beat tone will be 

broadened primarily by the phase noise o f  the laser under study. It is also beneficial to 

have a wide bandwidth detector. A New Focus 6GHz photoreceiver (Model 1534-50) 

was used in the experiment allowing the tuning o f  the LO frequency to the DFB laser to 

be easily observed. A wavelength meter was also used, instead o f an OSA, to add extra 

accuracy when matching the wavelength o f the DFB under test and the ECDL. The 

overall accuracy o f  the technique can be improved by increasing the output power o f  the 

local oscillator because the strength o f  the detected power spectrum increases with local 

oscillator power, Plo- The electrical spectrum o f the detected signal contains information 

on the direct detection terms and products o f  optical mixing terms.

5, ( / )  -  (V) ® 5 , ( - V ) ] }  (4.9)

The first term is just the direct detection term while the second term is the one o f interest. 

It is the heterodyne mixing product that is the convolution o f  the local oscillator spectrum 

S lo (v)  with the signal spectrum S s(v). The convolution originates from the multiplication 

o f the time varying oscillator field with the signal field in the photodetector. 

M ultiplication in the time-domain is equivalent to convolution in the frequency domain. 

Therefore the detected electrical spectrum will be given by Eq. (4.10),

S X f ) ^ 2 R ^ P , ^ S ^ ( v - v , ^ )  (4.10)

For the DFB laser linewidth measurement, the ECDL output was directly fibre-coupled to 

a free space collimator. The FWHM and therefore the linewidth o f the DFB laser, was 

calculated to be approximately 4.2M Hz as shown in figure 4.18. This result is consistent
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with the values specified by Nanoplus which state, that the linewidth of their 935nm DFB 

lasers are typically below 5MHz.

1 FWHM= 4.2MHz
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Figure 4.18. DFB laser linewidth measurement with measured and Lorentzian fitted  data 
giving a result o f  4.2 MHz.

4.3.3 Detrimental optical feedback, modulation considerations, and 

vacuum operation

The effect o f optical feedback on the spectral characteristics of semiconductor lasers has 

attracted much study over the past twenty years [26]. Unwanted optical feedback can lead 

to the performance o f the diode laser being degraded by destabilizing the laser output and 

can ultimately lead to a total failure, an effect known as coherence collapse [27]. This is 

especially the case for laser disc readers, optical fibre transmission and gas sensing 

applications. The system can often be degraded due to instabilities caused by even small 

amounts of unavoidable optical feedback from distant reflectors within the optical system 

[28, 29]. For example, optical reflections from the front surface of a fibre is about 4%, 

with approximately one tenth o f this light being coupled back into the laser cavity. A 

similar situation can occur for a laser disc reader of a compact disc, where unwanted 

optical reflections from the disc can affect the operation of the device [30]. However, 

there is also a positive result from the optical feedback where it has been demonstrated 

that the chaotic output of semiconductor lasers with optical feedback can be successfully 

applied to optical encrypted communication systems [31-33]. Even very minute portions 

of the reflected light can destabilize the laser producing different kinds of regular
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(periodic) or irregular (chaotic) oscillations of narrow or broad frequency bands thus 

limiting the range of applications of the whole device into which the laser is integrated. 

Careful isolation of the diode laser is thus necessary due to the unwanted feedback, 

resulting in an increase in the complexity and cost o f such systems. The ECDL under test 

unfortunately did not have an optical isolator installed in the packaging of the device and 

this resulted in spurious behaviour on occasion in the laser output caused by unwanted 

optical feedback. The source o f these unwanted reflections was most likely from 

alignment of the fibre output coupling stage o f the laser. The effect o f the external 

reflections was most easily and commonly observable in the recorded emission power 

planes using the internal monitor photodiode. Another method to extract information 

about the emission mode profile of the ECDL, in addition to recording the emission 

wavelength contour map, is to record the output power using the internal monitor 

photodiode of the device. With both the current and PZT voltage scanned over the 

appropriate ranges, the output power is recorded and a contour power plane is obtained as 

represented in figure 4.19(a). This result also gives a clear indication of the contrasting 

effect the unwanted feedback can have on the output power planes with figure 4.19(b) 

clearly demonstrating the negative impact the feedback can have on the power plane 

measurement. These measurements were taken by scanning the current and PZT voltage 

over a certain range and recording the corresponding output power using the internal 

monitor photodiode.
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Figure 4.19(a). Power planes o f  ECDL output emission recorded with an internal monitor 
photodiode fo r  the case without any optical feedback.
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Figure 4.19(b). P ow er plane o f  ECDL output emission recorded  with an internal monitor 
photodiode with optical feedback  effects clearly present.

The graph in figure 4.20 demonstrates the effect o f  the feedback on the wavelength  

tuning and output power properties o f  the ECDL as it was tuned with a combination o f  

current and PZT, along one o f  the lasing modes o f  the power plane o f  figure 4.19(b). It is 

clear from the trace that the output power recorded with the internal monitor photodiode, 

shows periodic fluctuations but more critical is that the wavelength tuning is no longer 

linear. For gas sensing systems, especially when the operating laser source has a widely  

tuneable wavelength range, an ideal situation exists if  the output power remains constant 

while the wavelength is linearly tuned. Unfortunately, for the ECDL wavelength tuning 

operation, the output power actually decreases linearly with decreasing wavelength and 

so a periodic variation o f  the output power while tuning across an absorption line o f  a 

target gas can lead to unreliable results. This difficulty was observed on several occasions 

and is demonstrated in figure 4.21 where a H2O vapour absorption line at 935.684nm  was 

targeted using a WMS technique [10], described previously in chapter 2. The 

experimental set-up for the measurement involves modulating the voltage to the PZT 

with the laser output beam passed through a 1 metre long gas cell containing water 

vapour at a pressure o f  approximately 25mbar and fixed at room temperature. The ends 

o f  the cell were fitted with Brewster angled windows to eliminate the effect o f  

interference fringes in the recoded data. The laser beam, after passing through the cell, is
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then focussed onto a photodiode and the detected signal is fed to a lock-in amplifier to 

process the signals. The 2"̂ * harmonic WMS profile ( 2 /  absorption signal) is acquired 

from the lock-in amplifier output and is generally preferred for gas identification 

purposes due to the peak o f  the 2 / signal at the absorption line centre. However, without 

an isolator in the ECDL set-up, the effect o f  the feedback on the detection measurement 

can be extreme and obviously can lead to inaccurate and unreliable readings.
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Figure 4.20. M easured wavelength and output pow er o f  ECDL as scanned along one o f  
the lasing m odes in figure 4.19(b) with the effect o f  the optical feedback  effects clearly  
present.

The 2/dem odulated absorption signal in figure 4.21 is inaccurate and the signal displays 

the power fluctuation on either side o f  the H2O absorption line. Furthermore, the 

interference present in the peak o f  the 2 /  signal suggests that the detection o f  the 

absorption line centre is not precise which can ultimately lead to inaccuracies in the 

detection scheme. A lso, this type o f  unreliable laser behaviour would lead to a total 

failure o f  a frequency stabilization laser system. However, it should be noted that the 

feedback problem for the ECDL was not a source o f  constant difficulty and with the 

appropriate measures taken, with regards to fibre coupling alignment and mechanical 

stability, the operation o f  the ECDL was satisfactory.
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Figure 4.21. Effects o f  power fluctuations on the wavelength tuning ability o f  the ECDL 
under modulation conditions caused by optical feedback.

Figure 4.22 shows the improved performance o f  the ECDL where the effects o f unwanted 

optical feedback have been isolated. In this instance the laser wavelength is scanned 

across a wide tuning range resulting in the direct detection o f H2O absorption lines and 

the corresponding I f  harmonic WMS signals measured in the 935nm region. The 

continuous wavelength tuning range o f approximately 0.45rmi o f the ECDL means that 

three lines were detected from this scan with the sloping background resulting from the 

decrease in output power o f the device as the wavelength is tuned.
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Figure 4.22. Direct detection o f  absorption lines and the corresponding I f  demodulated 
WMS profile recorded with a lock in amplifier with the sloping background removed.
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The resuhing I f  harmonic WMS profiles recorded with a lock-in amplifier with the 

sloping background removed are also clearly observable. As the ECDL was a candidate 

for an ISL in a space environment, an experiment to investigate the spectral emission 

from the ECDL under near vacuum conditions (<lmbar) was also preformed. A custom- 

made vacuum chamber was constructed to house the laser with vacuum feed-throughs 

included in its design for the fibre optic output of the device and also for the electrical 

cormections to the current source and temperature controller. A vacuum turbo pump was 

used to evacuate the chamber to less than Imbar and was left operating for the test period 

cf 60 minutes. Using the fibre-optic output coupled to an OSA, the wavelength and 

output power were then monitored every 5 minutes for the duration of the test with the 

ECDL fixed at a constant current of 90mA, PZT voltage of 50V and temperature of 22*’C. 

It is clear from the results shown in figure 4.23 that both the output power and emission 

wavelength of the device increase over the test period. The likely cause of the increase to 

both output power and wavelength is due to an increase in the ECDL temperature, as the 

generated heat could not dissipate within the vacuum.
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Figure 4.23. Measured wavelength and output power o f ECDL as a function o f time while 
kept in a low pressure vacuum chamber at < Imbar for 60 minutes. The current was fixed  
ct. 90mA, PZT voltage at 50Vand temperature at 22^C.
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4.4 Conclusions

The spectral characteristics o f two semiconductor diode lasers both with emission 

wavelengths at 935nm have been examined and the results compared to evaluate their 

suitability in operating as injection seed sources for a space-based w ater vapour sensing 

project. An ECDL operating in the Littrow architecture showed excellent wavelength 

tuning behaviour with a maximum, continuous, mode-hop free wavelength tuning range 

o f  0.45nm and quasi-continuous wavelength tuning o f over several nanometres. It 

showed SMSR > 40dB, output power > 60mW and the spectral linewidth o f the device 

was measured to be less than 300kHz all o f which suggest that it is an ideal candidate for 

water vapour spectroscopic studies. A DFB laser diode was also investigated as an 

alternative to the ECDL source and showed SMSR > 45dB, continuous wavelength 

tuning with both temperature (T) and injection current (I), at respective rates o f AX/AT= 

5.97x 102 nm/°C and A>»/AI = 1.05xl0 '2  nm/mA, and a spectral linewidth o f 4.2MHz.

The general operation o f the two devices is however extremely contrasting in complexity. 

In order to operate the ECDL in continuous wavelength tuning mode, a contour mode 

map is initially measured to acquire the correct injection current/PZT voltage 

combination. However, over time the tuning behaviour o f the ECDL can degrade due to 

its sensitivity to both temperature and mechanical instability. The DFB laser emission 

wavelength on the other hand can be rapidly tuned with a variation o f  either injection 

current or temperature and results in a larger continuous, linear wavelength tuning range. 

The fact that neither o f  the lasers had an optical isolator in their design often led to a 

serious reduction in the device performance. This was especially the case for the ECDL 

possibly due to the higher output power o f  the device, causing some spurious reflections 

back into the cavity, which affected the initial spectral linewidth measurements and was 

also clearly demonstrated in figures 4.20 and 4.21. The problem with optical feedback 

can be avoided with careful adjustment o f the fibre-coupling unit o f the ECDL mounting. 

However, a more permanent and effective solution is needed if  the device is to function 

long term, without any intervention, as would be the case for a space flight operation. 

This can be achieved with the installation o f an appropriate internal optical isolator, 

before fibre-optic coupling. The ECDL emission wavelength can be tuned over a wide 

range (>10nm), which means many gas absorption lines can be targeted. The ECDL also 

showed good SMSR, high output power, and narrow spectral linewidth. However, the
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sensitivity o f the device to mechanical vibration eliminates it categorically as a viable 

injection seed laser diode source for a space-based gas sensing project. Nonetheless, the 

ECDL was implemented in a frequency stabilization scheme using a water vapour 

absorption line as a frequency reference and is described in detail in chapter 5.

To summarize, the excellent performance o f the DFB laser with regards to continuous 

wavelength tuning, high output power and SMSR, and narrow spectral linewidth makes it 

an ideal laser source to probe H2O vapour absorption lines at 935nm. Furthermore, the 

less complex design o f the DFB laser in comparison to the ECDL makes it the obvious 

choice for the injection seed laser as it is far more suitable to space flight conditions with 

its inherent robustness. The ECDL is a superb laser source for use in gas sensing 

applications over a wide range o f wavelengths with its excellent optical properties but is 

definitely more suitable in mechanically and thermally stable laboratory conditions.
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Chapter 5

Frequency Stabilization of an External Cavity 
Diode Laser with a Dual Feedback Locking Loop 
and Demonstration of a Novel Mode-Referencing 

Technique

5.1 Introduction

Frequency-stabilized lasers are widely-used sources for many applications ranging from 

high-resolution spectroscopy, optical network communication, and optical precision 

metrology. The high spectral resolution achievable with a narrow linewidth, single 

frequency-stabilized external cavity diode laser (ECDL) makes it an extremely attractive 

and powerful tool for gas sensing applications. Typically, for gas sensing a reference gas 

cell is used to lock the em ission frequency o f  the laser to the centre o f  the gas absorption 

line thus ensuring high sensing accuracy [1], In this chapter, a frequency stabilization 

technique with particular emphasis o f  the performance o f  an ECDL frequency locked to a 

H2O absorption line at 935.684rmi is presented. In addition to the ECDL operating as an 

injection seed laser, a mode-referencing technique as introduced in section 4.2, is 

explored as a means to improve the overall frequency locking system. Continuous tuning 

o f  the em ission frequency o f  an ECDL is achieved with fine tuning o f  an external grating 

position and injection current combination, so that the desired gas absorption line which 

acts as a frequency reference, can be accurately sampled [2]. A predefined tuning contour 

path is fixed along the centre o f  a lasing mode to ensure continuous mode-hop free 

frequency tuning, optimum side mode suppression ratio (SM SR) and optimum output 

power. The typical size o f  a standard ECDL is larger than, for example, a hermetically 

sealed, butterfly packaged, distributed feedback (DFB) laser.

A consequence o f  the longer laser cavity that provides the narrow spectral linewidth is 

the difficulty in achieving rapid temperature stability o f  the long cavity, which in our case 

was approximately 2 cm long. The slow  thermal response time o f  this particular laser is a 

problem when the need arises to switch wavelengths by changing the injection current to 

the laser by several milliamps in order to target and lock to other adjacent absorption
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lines. As a solution to this problem, a dual feedback locking loop to overcome the long 

stabilization time and improve the overall performance and accuracy of a frequency 

stabilized ECDL is examined. In addition, a novel mode referencing technique is 

introduced which in conjunction with the dual feedback locking mechanism, enables the 

ECDL output to maintain its locked frequency even with a series of induced temperature 

increases to the laser and is described in more detail in section 5.4. The mode referencing 

technique was introduced because the recorded tuning contour plane, necessary to enable 

continuously tuning o f the ECDL emission wavelength, does not remain constant. 

Gradually, the tuning contour plane drifts due to mechanical and thermal instabilities in 

the ECDL design. If the injection current/PZT voltage combination is fixed to a set- 

tuning path along the centre of a lasing mode and the tuning contour plane remains 

constant, then degradation of the laser output does not occur. However, if  the tuning 

contour plane repositions due to aging effects or external influences, then the previously 

fixed tuning path combination of injection current and PZT voltage no longer operates in 

the optimum position. This can result in the laser operating in an unpredictable fashion 

with low SMSR, low output power and can lead to mode hops and ultimately in the loss 

of continuous wavelength tuning. Consequently, successful frequency stabilization of the 

device is not possible and will terminate due to mode hopping unless a mode referencing 

technique is implemented. The mode referencing technique developed during this work 

which in conjunction with the feedback locking mechanism, enables the device output to 

maintain its locked frequency. Even, in the presence of environmental and other effects 

which cause the operational characteristics of the laser to drift, successful frequency 

stabilization of the laser output is demonstrated.

5.2 Thermal stabilization time o f ECDL

Frequency stabilization o f the ECDL using a reference gas cell with current induced 

tuning of the device resulted in a very slow response time. The introduction of the dual 

feedback control approach for the frequency stabilization of the ECDL resolved the 

problem of the thermal stabilization time of the device which was particularly detrimental 

when large changes (>lm A) in the injection current were required. A simple method to 

quantify this time delay was performed by stepping the output frequency o f the ECDL 

across a water vapour absorption line and measuring the resulting time response. A water
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absorption line at 935.684nm was targeted using wavelength modulation spectroscopy 

(WMS) with the voltage to the PZT modulated at 14kHz. The resulting 7 / harmonic 

signal of the absorption line was recorded as the injection current to the device was 

switched [3]. Figure 5.1 shows the 7 / harmonic signal of the absorption line with the 

arrows indicating the positions on the 7/trace between which the output frequency of the 

device was stepped. The procedure involved fixing the PZT voltage of the laser to a set 

point and then recording the response of the I f  demodulated signal as the injection 

current to the device is stepped by an appropriate amount to the correct frequency 

positions, on either side of the absorption line centre. The injection current was set at 

71.6mA for a period of 30 seconds and then was switched to 69.6mA again for 30s for a 

series of twenty scans with the resulting amplitude of the 7 /absorption signal recorded. 

From these measurements it is possible to observe the delay in the thermal settling time 

of the ECDL as clearly indicated in figure 5.2.

Current scan positions indicated on slope of 1f

4 0 0 -

Q .

X  - 2 0 0 -

- 400-
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Current/PZT voltage (a.u.)

Figure 5.1. I f  demodulated signal o f absorption line at 935.684nm with the positions 
indicated where the injection current to the ECDL was stepped from with the PZT voltage 
kept constant.

20 scans were averaged for the 7/demodulated response where the injection current was 

increased from 69.5mA to 71.5mA. An exponential profile was fitted to the 7 / signal 

response as shown in figure 5.3, and the ECDL thermal settling time was calculated to be 

approximately 1.6s.
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Figure 5.2. Injection current values fo r  each step and the I f  demodulated signal response 
averaged fo r  20 scans across the absorption line at 935.684nm.
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Figure 5.3. Settling time o f  ECDL measured to be 1.6s from exponential f i t  to I f  
demodulated response averaged fo r  20 scans across the H2O absorption line.

Obviously, the long delay in thermal settling time o f the device is not encouraging for a 

semiconductor laser working specifically in the area of gas sensing, telecommunications, 

or frequency referencing. Other widely tuneable lasers such as a SG-DBR device can also
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be used for similar applications and they typically show very fast switching speeds 

(< lm s) and excellent thermal stability [4]. Even though the ECDL is classed as a widely 

tuneable device, this lasers ability to tune, rapidly switch and accurately frequency- 

stabilize to other wavelengths or absorption lines, is therefore seriously undermined. 

However, the fact that the ECDL has a PZT in place in the laser architecture can be used 

to an advantage. The limitations associated with the long thermal time constant with large 

changes in injection current to the laser can be overcome with the dual feedback control 

approach, as the PZT does not have any thermal interaction.

5.3 Frequency stabilization o f an ECDL with a dual feedback loop

5.3.1 Introduction

In general, to lock the output emission frequency o f a laser it is necessary to provide 

some form o f reference frequency and a mechanism to tune and fix the laser at that 

frequency [5]. Many techniques exist and various frequency references have been 

explored but this work concentrates predominately on the detection and use o f  water 

vapour absorption lines in the 935nm region as frequency references. For example, 

fundamental references based on atomic or molecular absorption lines provide extremely 

high accuracy and are very stable under changing environmental conditions. In addition 

devices such as etalons and fibre Bragg gratings can also provide references at arbitrary 

wavelengths but their performance is degraded by the influence o f temperature, pressure 

and strain and therefore need constant monitoring against a reference frequency [6]. 

Ultimately, the goal o f  this frequency stabilization work was to provide an ECDL with a 

stable frequency output so that the laser could function successfully as an injection seed 

laser (ISL), as discussed in section 4.1.1. O f course, depending on the wavelength o f  

interest, other absorbing species in the near infra-red are also easily detected including 

CO2, CH4, and H2S to name but a few [7]. An added advantage o f using tuneable diode 

lasers is the fact that other absorption lines can also be targeted and used for frequency 

stabilization due to the wide wavelength tuning range o f the device. With this Littrow 

configured ECDL the emission frequency is controlled with a combination o f injection 

current and PZT voltage, and thus enabling a dual feedback approach for the emission 

frequency o f  the laser. As with any frequency stabilization procedure the main aim is to
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reduce the error between the actual emission frequency o f the laser and the reference 

frequency. Our feedback control can be described as a closed loop system where 

information regarding the difference between the laser output frequency and the reference 

frequency is constantly monitored in an effort to reduce the error signal by changing the 

injection current and PZT voltage to the laser. The feedback loop is implemented by a 

proportional controller and was designed ultimately to achieve optimum frequency 

locking accuracy o f the output of the laser but also to implement rapid wavelength 

switching speed [8].

5.3.2 Dual feedback loop

The feedback loop for the control of the ECDL comprises two parts, a slow loop that 

tunes along the wavelength tuning contour with combination of injection current and 

grating adjustment, and a second faster loop that drives the grating only. Since the fast 

loop drives only the grating piezo actuator, and not the laser current, there is no thermal 

interaction present so that the fast loop can operate at shorter timescales (ms) in 

comparison to the slow loop. To demonstrate this scheme both parts o f the feedback 

system were implemented as simple filtered proportional controllers, low pass for the 

slow branch and bandpass for the fast branch. For the slow branch, the low-pass filter 

cut-off and the proportional gain term are chosen to avoid any oscillatory behaviour in 

the laser output frequency and to obtain critically damped behaviour in the response to a 

step in laser current [8]. The high frequency side of the bandpass response of the fast 

branch was similarly determined while the low frequency side (within the slow loop 

response) ensures that the low frequency components are handled by the slow loop along 

the tuning contour. In order to gain a better understanding of the thermal stabilization 

time of the ECDL, which was critical for the slow loop operation, the tuning properties of 

the device were simulated and the slow loop performance was modelled under various 

conditions. The objective o f the model was to try and obtain the optimum setting for the 

proportional gain term for the slow loop so that any oscillatory behaviour in the ECDL 

emission output could be successfully avoided while at the same time optimising the 

speed of the feedback control. The method to carry out this test involved stepping the 

emission wavelength output of the ECDL between two points around 935nm and then 

measuring the corresponding settling time and steady state error. This gave an indication
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o f how fast the feedback locking system was and how close the actual output frequency 

o f  the laser was to the reference frequency. Figure 5.4 shows a trace o f  the simulated 

results o f  a Labview program where the output wavelength o f  the ECDL is stepped 

between 935.63nm and 935.71nm with the corresponding current and PZT voltage values 

also clearly indicated. In the simulation a deliberate attempt was made to demonstrate the 

clearly visible oscillatory behaviour present in the ECDL output due to the proportional 

gain term being too large. Ideally, the optimum gain term determines the fastest response 

and accuracy o f the feedback locking system without any oscillations in the output 

frequency.
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Figure 5.4. Simulated data fo r  the ECDL output wavelength stepped between 935.63nm  
and 935.71nm with the current, P ZT voltage and wavelength also clearly indicated.

5.3.3 Experimental

H2 O rotational absorption lines present in the 935 nm region o f the spectrum were targeted to 

act as a frequency reference for the ECDL. WMS is used to lock the ECDL frequency to a 

H2 O absorption line that has a centre wavelength, o f 935.684nm in vacuum and a 

linestrength o f 6.45 xlO ' (cm/molecule) [9]. Laser stabilization is based on comparing the 

emission frequency o f the laser with that o f  a reference frequency, and then generating some

Time
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error signal that has a zero value at the desired locking frequency [10]. The configuration for 

the frequency stabilization o f  the ECDL along with the dual feedback loop scheme and the 

mode referencing step, which is described later, is shown in figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 shows the 

7 / demodulated signal o f  the H2O absorption line with its zero crossing point at the line 

centre, which is used to frequency lock the ECDL. As previously discussed, the ECDL 

em ission wavelength at room temperature is single mode and the spectral linewidth o f  the 

device was measured to be < 300 kHz. The ECDL shows SM SR > 40dB, a maximum output 

power > 60 mW  and approximately 0.45 nm continuous mode-hop free wavelength tuning 

over the fiill range o f  the injection current and PZT voltage [11].
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Figure 5.5. Experim ental set-up used fo r  the frequency stabilization o f  the ECDL with the 
dual feedback  locking loop  and mode referencing steps illustrated. The m odulation o f  the 
current term o f  the tuning contour path, along with the internal m onitor photodiode (MP) 
o f  the ECDL are also included.

The reference signal was obtained by passing the laser output through a 1 metre-long cell 

containing water vapour at a pressure o f  approximately 25 mbar, and detecting the 

resulting absorption signal with a photodetector. A WMS scheme was implemented with 

the PZT modulated at approximately 14 kHz and a lock-in amplifier (Signal Recovery, 

M odel 7265) was used to process the detected signals [12]. Modulating the grating is 

preferred, as it will help reduce any amplitude-modulated component that is generally
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present with injection current modulation, so it is acceptable to demodulate at the I f  

rather than the i/h arm on ic . To decrease the operational frequency drift o f  the laser, the 

temperature o f  the laser was kept constant at 20°C and the signal from the photodiode, 

processed by the lock-in amplifier is then fed back to the PZT to correct any deviation in 

the output frequency o f  the laser form the reference. This operation formed the fast loop  

o f  the dual locking procedure.
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Figure 5.6. Continuous wavelength tuning o f  the ECDL and the I f  harmonic signal o f  the 
absorption line a t 935.684nm with the zero crossing at line centre, which is used to 
frequency lock the laser.

To examine the dual feedback system in detail the frequency locking operation o f  each 

component o f  the dual loop was evaluated separately. The slow  loop performance was 

demonstrated by locking the ECDL emission frequency for an extended period (hours). 

Figure 5.7 shows frequency locking o f  the laser output for approximately 11 hours. The 

accuracy o f  the locking, about the H2O absorption line has a rms value measured to be 

19.61 M Hz for the duration o f  the test. The response time o f  the slow  feedback loop was 

also characterised.
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Figure 5.7. Long term frequency stabilization o f  ECDL using the slow feedback loop. The 
I f  error signal was recorded fo r  approximately 11 hours.

This was achieved by firstly locking the emission frequency o f the laser to a point on the 

slope o f  the 7 / demodulated signal and then stepping the feedback loop set point to the 

H2O line centre and measuring the resulting settling time. The measurement was recorded 

with a digital oscilloscope and the slow loop response time calculated to be 

approximately Is, as shown in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. Slow loop step response measurement determined to be 1.0s.

The measurement was repeated for the fast loop with the emission frequency o f  the 

ECDL being switched over the same frequency range as the slow loop, the results o f



which are shown in figure 5.9. The response time of the fast loop was measured to be less 

than 0.1s.
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Figure 5.9. Measured response time o f  the fast piezo loop as the frequency is stepped 
across the I f  slope.

The accuracy o f the dual loop was also tested by frequency locking the ECDL output for 

4 minutes. A comparison of the two traces in figure 5.10 show the marked improvement 

in accuracy of the frequency locking system of the ECDL using the dual loop (Fig. 5.10a) 

in comparison to the slow loop alone (Fig. 5.10b). The accuracy of the ECDL emission 

frequency in this case is measured with a rms value of 1.69MHz.
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Figure 5.10a. Measured frequency accuracy o f  dual feedback locking o f  ECDL with the 
frequency stabilized with rms value o f  to 1.69MHz.
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The noise on the locking frequency o f the ECDL is also reduced by the increased 

bandwidth available with the dual feedback loop. Consequently, swhching the ECDL 

output frequency to target other gas lines if required can be achieved rapidly and with 

greater overall accuracy.
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Figure 5.10b. Measured frequency accuracy o f  ECDL emission with slow loop operation 
only.

Frequency stabilization of external cavity diode lasers typically results in extremely 

stable and accurate values due to the improved resolution available with the narrow 

spectral linewidth of the laser. The value 1.69MHz frequency accuracy achieved by the 

Littrow configured ECDL in our experimental set-up compares well to other studies of 

suitable injection seed lasers for space-borne spectroscopic missions [13]. By 

comparison, an ECDL in the Littmann-Metcalf arrangement and operating at 852nm, 

tuned to the D2 line o f cesium atoms, frequency fluctuation of less than 0.8MHz using the 

third derivative signal have also been achieved [1]. In addition, absolute frequency 

stability better than 200kHz was achieved with an ECDL locked to an acetylene (C2H2 ) 

absorption line at 1.5|j,m [14].
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5.4 Mode referencing

5.4.1 Introduction

The abiUty to stabilize the emission output of a diode laser to a reference frequency is of 

great importance for many applications ranging from optical telecommunications, 

injection locking o f high power lasers, and spectroscopic based studies [15-17]. However, 

depending on the type o f device involved, control o f the frequency stabilizing mechanism 

may have varying degrees of complexity. For example, some widely tuneable sources 

with muhi-section architecture, such as sampled-grating distributed Bragg reflector (SG- 

DBR) laser, require several current sources to drive the device and very precise 

manipulation o f these is required to control and stabilize the output emission wavelength. 

[18]. This situation is similar to that pertaining to an external cavity diode laser where the 

emission wavelength is controlled by both injection current to the laser and a voltage to a 

piezo electric transducer (PZT) which controls the position of the external grating [19]. 

ECDL’s have long been a source o f great interest due to their wide wavelength tuning 

capability, high output power and of course the narrow linewidth available with an 

external cavity architecture [20,21]. In order to operate the ECDL such that the 

wavelength is tuned in a continuous, mode-hop free manner, which is essential for 

successful frequency stabilization, a tuning contour plane as is shown in figure 5.11 is 

first recorded. When the emission mode profile of the ECDL is obtained it is simply a 

matter of choosing the correct values of injection current and PZT voltage in a 

combination such that, when varied simultaneously, the laser wavelength tunes in a 

continuous linear fashion as indicated by the dashed arrow in figure 5.11. In general, for 

most widely tuneable laser diodes a similar situation occurs in that a mode profile of the 

output emission is first obtained so that correct operating currents can be chosen for 

continuous wavelength tuning of the device. Of course it is assumed that the mode profile 

initially recorded remains constant with time so that the device can operate in a 

continuous wavelength tuning mode, without fail. Unfortunately, this is not the case for 

some wicely tuneable laser diodes [22-24] and for the ECDL used in this work, a shift in 

the tuning contour plane was observed over time caused by thermal or mechanical 

instabilities in the complex design of the laser [25].
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Figure 5.11. Tuning contour plane o f  output p o w er  o f  ECDL recorded  with the internal 
m onitor photodiode, as a  function o f  current and PZT voltage at a constant tem perature 
o f  20^C with continuous wavelength tuning path  clearly indicated with the dashed arrow.

Obviously, this has a deleterious knock-on effect i f  the device is used in a frequency 

stabilization scheme, where a loss in continuous wavelength tuning ultimately leads to a 

complete failure in the frequency stabilization o f  the laser output. To counteract this 

problem, a mode referencing technique was implemented into the frequency stabilization 

scheme. Referencing (adjustment o f  operation parameters) o f  the ECDL while 

maintaining frequency lock ensures that the constant frequency em ission remains on a 

characteristic line in the power plane equidistant from adjacent mode boundaries. A 

similar technique has been implemented for continual frequency control o f  a 

superstructure-grating DBR laser even with the onset o f  degradation in reflection 

propeilies o f  the DBRs due to long term aging or external effects [26]. With the mode- 

referencing step, it was possible to achieve in-situ monitoring o f  the position o f  the 

currer.t/PZT voltage combination tuning path and compensate for any drift in the mode 

profile by locking the wavelength tuning path to the centre o f  the desired lasing mode. 

W e demonstrate experimentally that it is possible to maintain frequency stabilization o f  

an ECDL output to a H2O absorption line with the inclusion o f  the mode referencing 

techn.que in the frequency locking system, while applying a series o f  induced 

temperature steps to the device heatsink.
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5.4.2 Experimental

As previously discussed, the need for a mode referencing step to control the emission 

frequency of the stabilized ECDL source emerged as a direct resuh o f problems faced due 

to thermal and mechanical instability of the device and a consequential change in the 

contour mode plane. The contour mode plane determines the values for the injection 

current/PZT voltage combination which provide the tuning path for continuous mode-hop 

free wavelength tuning. Initially, the mode referencing of the ECDL was accomplished 

by turning off the frequency locking procedure, fixing the PZT voltage, and then tuning 

the laser output with injection current only, across the lasing mode. The range of the 

current tuning was set large enough so that the mode boundaries on either side o f the 

lasing mode were crossed. Then by differentiating the resulting power change across the 

mode boundaries, recorded with the internal monitor photodiode of the device, the centre 

o f the lasing mode was acquired. The tuning path of the current/PZT voltage was then 

realigned onto the centre o f the lasing mode, and the frequency locking subsequently 

switched back on. Obviously this worked well to reference the position of the lasing 

mode but the major disadvantage in this method is a loss in frequency stabilization of the 

ECDL output during the period the locking was switched off. In essence, with this 

method, the frequency locking has to be periodically turned off to determine if there is 

any drift in operational characteristics that need to be corrected to ensure continuation of 

the frequency locking. Our technique performs similarly, except that the wavelength 

remains constantly locked to the desired set point throughout the mode referencing and 

the frequency stabilization scheme remains in constant operation also. The main function 

o f the mode referencing procedure is to align the wavelength tuning path to the centre of 

the lasing mode of interest so as to avoid any mode hops or reduced SMSR near the mode 

boundary positions. In our case this is achieved by firstly locking the ECDL output to the 

absorption line of interest and then as the frequency stabilization is in operation, a small 

modulation is applied to the current of the wavelength tuning path. The tuning contour 

path is determined by a order polynomial fit, which selects the best fit of values of 

injection current/PZT voltage combination so that a well defined wavelength tuning 

contour path is achieved. The modulation o f the current is indicated in figure 5.12 and is 

in the perpendicular direction to the dotted line, which indicates the injection current/PZT 

voltage combination that determines the wavelength tuning path.
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Figure 5.12 Mode profile o f  ECDL emission measured with the internal monitor 
photodiode at 24^C from 80mA to 120mA and 18V to 62V as the current and PZT voltage 
are scanned.

The arrow in figure 5.12 represents the modulation of the ao term which is in the 

perpendicular direction to the wavelength tuning path. A detailed scan of the variation in 

output power o f the ECDL, measured with the internal monitor photodiode across the 

mode, is shown in figure 5.13. With this change in power, it was possible to set the 

amplitude o f the modulation on the ao term large enough so that a value for peak power, 

corresponding to the centre of the lasing mode, was measurable. Then it was simply a 

matter o f setting up another feedback loop so that the wavelength tuning path could be 

locked to the peak power of the lasing mode and hence, locked to the centre o f the lasing 

mode, As the modulation on the ao term of the polynomial is perpendicular to the 

direction o f continuous wavelength tuning, the locking frequency is maintained at the 

desired wavelength.
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Figure 5.13. Recorded monitor photodiode show ing the variation o f  the output pow er  
across a particu lar losing mode. The current is kept constant and the PZT voltage is 
varied  at a  constant tem perature o f  24^C.

The experimental set-up for the mode referencing is similar to that o f  the dual feedback 

locking loop operation except for the addition o f  another feedback locking loop element 

where the output power o f  the ECDL is recorded with the internal monitor photodiode as 

shown in figure 5.5. The basis upon which the em ission wavelength o f  the ECDL can be 

maintained at the same value throughout the mode referencing operation is explained 

clearly with reference to figure 5.14. The graph shows the recorded photodiode power o f  

the detected laser radiation, as a function o f  injection current and PZT voltage over a 

certain range, after passing through a 1 meter gas cell containing water vapour at 25mbar. 

From the trace, the positions o f  various water absorption lines are easily observable and it 

is noted that the absorption is constant across the different modes. This implies that the 

wavelength, in the perpendicular direction to the wavelength tuning path, is constant so 

that the ECDL output can remain frequency stabilized to the desired wavelength (in our 

case, H2O line at 935.684nm ) throughout the mode referencing operation.
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Current (mA)
P IT  Voltage (V)

Figure 5.14. Mode profile o f  ECDL emission measured with the detection through water 
vapor cell at 24^C from 80mA to 120mA and 18V to 62V as the current and PZT voltage 
are scanned. The points on the mode plane where water absorption lines are located are 
also clearly visible from the reduction in transmitted signal onto the photodiode.

In order to demonstrate the performance of the mode referencing step a series of 

deliberate temperature changes to the ECDL heatsink were executed while the laser 

output was frequency stabilized. Figure 5.15 shows the output frequency o f the ECDL 

while the device is frequency stabilized using the dual feedback loop and with the mode 

referencing switched on. For this measurement the heatsink temperature is varied from 

23̂ ’C to 24°C in steps of 0.1 ̂ C by simply adjusting the temperature controller (ILX 

Lightwave Model LDT 320). In terms of the emission wavelength o f the ECDL, a 1°C 

temperature change corresponds to a change o f approximately 0.03nm in emission 

wavelength of the laser or in terms of frequency, 10.3GHz. In comparison to absorption 

line profiles of low pressure gases which usually have FWHM values o f hundreds of 

MHz, the change in temperature of the ECDL by l^C is sufficient enough to shift the 

emission wavelength o f the device well away from the absorption line-centre. It is clear 

that the output frequency of the stabilized ECDL does not vary by more that 5MHz for 

the duration of the test of 30 minutes. From the trace it is evident that the initial starting 

point corresponds to locking the absorption line centre and then a 0.1 ®C change in 

temperature occurs. The frequency offset of the laser then increases but with the dual 

locking and referencing in operation the frequency error is again reduced until another 

temperature increase. The change in temperature to the heatsink of the device essentially
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causes the contour mode profile to change and this requires a change in the operating 

points o f  the current and PZT voltage if  frequency locking to the desired frequency is to 

be maintained. The mode referencing tracks the change in mode profile position with 

temperature and then with the dual feedback locking loop, the necessary changes to the 

injection current and PZT voltage are made.
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Figure 5.15. M easured frequency drift o f  the ECDL output as the temperature is changed  
from  23^C to 24^C.. 
technique enabled.
from  23^C to 24^C, in steps o f  O.l^C over a 30 minute period with the mode referencing

Figure 5.16 shows the variation in the injection current and PZT voltage for the duration 

o f  the test as the temperature is changed in increments o f 0.1'’C for a total o f l̂ ’C. The 

increase in temperature from 23®C to 24°C results in a compensating increase in PZT 

voltage from 28.4V to 35V and a decrease in injection current from 110.5mA to 

107.3mA. Figure 5.16 also shows the constant variation o f the injection current resulting 

from the small modulation on the ao term o f the 2"̂ * order polynomial fit and hence, the 

wavelength tuning path. Finally, the trace in figure 5.17 shows the output power o f  the 

ECDL, recorded with the internal monitor photodiode, as the temperature changes are 

made. An overall reduction in output power occurs as the mode referencing causes a 

change to both the current and PZT voltage while constantly maintaining frequency 

stabilization to the desired wavelength o f 935.684nm.
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Figure 5.16. Injection current and PZT voltage variation as the mode referencing step is 
in operation fo r  the induced changes in the heatsink temperature o f  the ECDL.
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Figure 5.17. Internal monitor photodiode o f  ECDL showing a reduction in output power 
as the frequency locking and the mode referencing track the induced temperature 
changes.
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To understand the capability o f the mode-referencing step in operation, the initial and 

final Current/PZT voltage values after the 1°C temperature change are indicated on the 

contour mode map in figure 5.18, along with several water absorption lines. With the 1°C 

change in the laser heatink temperature, it is clear to see that without the mode- 

referencing step in place, the ECDL would be lasing at a different wavelength and a 

totally different lasing mode, and hence the frequency stabilization o f  the device would 

fail.

Current (mA)
PZT V oltage  (V)

66 00

Figure 5.18. Mode profile o f  ECDL emission with the initial and fin a l Current/PZT  
voltage values before and after the f C  change in heatsink temperature.

5.5 Conclusions

The frequency control o f an ECDL locked to a H2O absorption line at 935.684nm has 

been greatly enhanced with the introduction o f a dual feedback locking loop. An 

improvement in the spectral performance o f the device, with regard to frequency stability 

and wavelength switching speeds has been demonstrated. With the slow feedback loop it 

is possible to reduce any large drift o f the laser frequency over large timescales (hours). 

The performance o f  the slow loop was tested by frequency locking the ECDL for 11 

hours without any failure o f  the system with a rms value measured to be 19.61 MHz. The 

combined dual feedback loop shows frequency accuracy with a rms value o f  1.69MHz 

while the response time o f the dual locking, is a factor o f ten less than the slow loop, at 

approximately 0.1s. However it is noted that the result o f the switching speeds is
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admittedly slow in comparison to other laser devices but o f secondary importance to the 

actual frequency locking accuracy o f the laser output. For the purpose o f providing a 

frequency stabilized injection seed laser for H2 O sensing at 935nm, the locking accuracy 

o f 1.69MHz more than suffices for the space-based project. By comparison, for certain 

applications where switching the wavelength quickly is paramount, excellent switching 

speeds with values o f 2-2000nm/s are specified for the New Focus, Venturi tuneable laser 

emitting at a wavelength o f  1550nm, (Model TLB-6600), for example.

The use o f  a novel mode referencing technique has been introduced, and is clearly shown 

to aid in the frequency stabilization o f the output o f  an ECDL in conjunction with a dual 

feedback locking loop. The addition o f the mode referencing step has greatly improved 

the operation and reliability o f the frequency stabilization system that controls the 

frequency output o f  the laser. Its performance was tested by frequency locking the ECDL 

and inducing a series o f deliberate temperature steps from 23°C to 24^C in increments o f  

0.1 *̂ C, to the device heatsink without any failure o f  the locking system. The laser output 

frequency was maintained to within 5MHz o f the H2 O absorption line at 935.684imi for 

the 30 minute duration o f  the test and the output SMSR can be deemed > 40dB, similar to 

the recorded values shown in figure 4.11, in chapter 4. In comparison, Sarlet et al. in 

[27], observed frequency deviation within ± 1 GHz for the mode stabilization o f a SSG- 

DBR laser by varying the laser temperature submount by 10°C. The FWHM o f a typical 

Doppler broadened absorption line is typically several hundred MHz wide so an error o f  

5MHz in the frequency locking accuracy o f  the ECDL is sufficient for the determination 

o f gas concentration analysis or maintaining an accurate frequency stabilized laser 

source. Therefore, with the addition o f this mode referencing technique to the frequency 

locking set-up it is possible to operate the ECDL without having to repeat measurements 

o f the mode contour profile, and thus maintain frequency stabilization. The essence o f  the 

technique is that it allows the frequency locking to continue uninterrupted which is 

critical for long term space-based missions. This contrasts with other schemes where the 

frequency locking has to be periodically turned o ff to determine if  there is any drift in 

operational characteristics that need to be corrected to ensure continuation o f the 

frequency locking. This technique has the potential to be applied to other tuneable laser 

diodes so that time consuming and tedious task o f  repeating the device operating 

characterization can be avoided.
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Chapter 6

Application of a Gas Absorption Line as a 
Frequency Discriminator for Diode Laser Noise 

Measurements

6.1 Introduction

T h e ab ility  to  accurately  quantify  and characterize the spectral noise properties o f  laser 

d io d es is o f  vital im portance in laser based spectroscopic studies. The m ain focus o f  this 

ch ap te r concerns the investigation and assessm ent o f  a technique involving a H2O 

ab so rp tio n  line at 1.393(im  to study and m easure the noise properties o f  a DFB diode 

laser. In addition , the free running  frequency stability  o f  the EC D L and DFB lasers both 

em ittin g  at 935nm  is also exam ined. In particular, the noise associated  w ith  frequency 

fluc tua tions in the output o f  a diode laser is explored w ith the u ltim ate aim  o f  

determ in ing  the spectral linew idth o f  the device using the gas absorp tion  line frequency 

d iscrim in ato r m ethod. The spectral linew idth is used to define the phase noise o f  the 

spectral ou tpu t o f  a sem iconductor diode laser [1-3]. The source o f  the phase noise has 

a lready  been d iscussed in section 4.3 and is not detailed at length here, but it is suffice to 

say th a t it arises from  carrier density , and spontaneous em ission events o f  the gain 

m edium  into the lasing cavity  [4-6]. There already  exist m any w ell estab lished  and 

proven  techn iques used to  m easure the spectral linew idth o f  sem iconductor diode lasers 

such as heterodyne and self-hom odyne m ethods [7-9]. The self-hom odyne technique 

invo lves splitting  the output o f  the source under test w ith one part o f  the beam  passing 

th rough  a delay  arm  o f  several k ilom etres o f  fibre and the o ther through a shorter arm 

w ith  a polarization  controller. The detection technique relies on the fact that the phase o f  

both  beam s becom es uncorrelated  provided the delay tim e is m uch larger for the longer 

arm  than  the coherence length o f  the laser. The light from  the fibre delay  line can thus be 

regarded  as that from  an independent local oscillator, w hich is as noisy  as the signal
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under test. The two signals are mixed at the photodetector and the resulting interference 

signal is analysed with an electrical spectrum analyser.

By com parison, the heterodyne m ethod typically involves beating the laser signal under 

test with a local oscillator laser source with a narrow spectral linewidth. The local 

oscillator wavelength m ust be tuned close to the signal laser frequency to allow the 

m ixing product to fall within the bandwidth o f the detector, with the resultant beat signal 

view ed on an electrical spectrum analyser. As discussed in chapter 5, a gas absorption 

line can be successfully used as a frequency reference for stabilization o f  the output 

em ission frequency o f  a laser source [10]. In addition to its use as an absolute frequency 

reference, an absorption line can also be employed to act as a frequency discrim inator to 

m easure frequency fluctuations in the output o f a semiconductor laser [11].

In this chapter, a novel technique to measure the spectral linewidth o f a DFB laser 

em itting at 1.393|im, with a water absorption line acting as a frequency discrim inator is 

considered. The idea for this measurement evolved from studies o f  the free running 

frequency stability o f  laser diodes em ploying a gas absorption line. Analysis o f  the results 

is presented and the technique is compared to a more traditional and proven spectral 

linewidth measurement scheme. Examples o f more traditional frequency discrim inators, 

that convert frequency fluctuations into intensity fluctuations, include high finesse Fabry- 

Perot cavities or unbalanced interferometers [12]. However, they are susceptible to 

thermal and mechanical influences, which can alter their accuracy unlike a gas absorption 

line at a fixed pressure and temperature. In a similar manner, the technique involves 

m easuring the maximum frequency m odulation to amplitude m odulation (FM -AM ) 

conversion by tuning the emission wavelength o f  the source under test to the exact point 

on the absorption line where this maximum frequency m odulation to amplitude 

m odulation conversion occurs. By measuring the maximum intensity fluctuations and 

having accurate and absolute knowledge o f the absorption line profile in question, a value 

for the instantaneous noise frequency o f the laser source under test can be determined.

For a laser source to act as an injection seed laser in a frequency stabilization system, the 

free running emission frequency stability o f a laser is a very important measurement. The 

ability to quantify the free running frequency drift o f  a laser source is important if  the 

laser is to function in a system for very long tim e periods, as would be the case for any
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space based mission. Therefore, the free running frequency drift o f  an ECDL and DFB 

laser were measured using a H2O absorption line as an absolute wavelength reference. 

The technique involves setting the laser wavelength to the centre o f  a gas absorption line 

and monitoring the transmitted signal. The emission output from two lasers, both emitting 

at 935nm, is directed through a gas cell with any drift in the laser frequency observed by 

a change in the amplitude o f absorption/transmitted signal. There is no active wavelength 

stabilization applied to the laser for the duration o f the measurement and the pressure and 

temperature o f  the gas cell are kept constant.

6.2 Laser noise spectral density and spectral linewidth

The technique that employs a gas absorption line to measure the spectral linewidth o f  a 

laser diode, is similar to that used by previous authors where frequency fluctuations are 

measured using a Fabry-Perot resonator that acts as a frequency discriminator [13]. The 

output radiation from a laser has some nominal centre frequency at which it operates. O f 

course there exists some instantaneous noise defined by the spectral linewidth o f  the 

laser.

The electric field o f  the output o f  a laser above threshold can be represented by,

E (t) =  Eo(t)cos(2TtVot +  d(p(t)) (6 .\)

where Eo(t) and S(p(t) are slowly varying real functions o f time and Vq is the constant 

laser frequency. O f course for an ideal device the intensity and phase noise are both zero 

but this is not possible in practice. Consequently, the instantaneous frequency o f  the laser 

output can be written as,

v(t) =V o +  8(p(t)/dt =  Vo +  v„(t) (6.2)

where v„(t) is the frequency noise. In order to quantify the noise o f  the output o f a laser 

diode it is the frequency or phase noise that needs to be characterised as the spectral 

linewidth o f a laser source is fundamentally related to the frequency or phase noise. The
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phase/frequency fluctuations o f the output o f a laser can be treated in terms of phase 

noise spectral density (f) with units of rad^/Hz,where/denotes the Fourier frequency. 

The spectral density o f a random signal is defined as the Fourier transform o f its 

autocorrelation function [14],

CO

(f) = 2 ji?^(r)exp(-2 ;w /r)(ir (6.3)
— CO

where is the autocorrelation of the phase noise. The autocorrelation function o f the

instantaneous frequency deviation S(p(t), of the optical phase is given by,

R(p{t) = < 6(p(t) S(p(t + t)>  (6.5)

where T is a delay time and the angled brackets represent temporal averaging. Obviously, 

depending on the situation it may be more appropriate to think in terms o f frequency 

deviations 3f(t) instead o f phase deviations and so the corresponding frequency noise 

spectral density with units of Hz^/Hz is defined as,

S ' ( f ) = S ' ( f ) - f  (6.6)

The relevant noise properties of laser sources can be treated in terms o f either frequency 

noise spectral density or phase noise spectral density. However, the focus o f the work in 

this chapter is concerned with determining a spectral linewidth value by measuring the 

instantaneous frequency fluctuations of a DFB laser with respect to the optical carrier 

frequency.
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6.2.1 Gas absorption line frequency discriminator

The method employed to measure the frequency noise of a semiconductor DFB laser 

involves a H2O absorption gas line at a fixed temperature and pressure. The interest in 

developing a new linewidth measurement technique lies with the expense that is incurred 

in purchasing kilometres o f fibre at non-communication wavelengths (e.g. 935nm), in 

order to measure spectral linewidths of devices using traditional self-homodyne 

techniques. In addition, it is not always possible to carry out the heterodyne technique. 

This is due to the fact that a narrow linewidth ECDL operating at the same wavelength of 

the laser under test may not always be available. The experimental set-up for this 

technique involves passing the output o f the laser through low-pressure gas cell where 

any frequency variations in the output o f the laser will be converted to amplitude 

variations in the transmitted signal at a certain position on the side o f the gas line similar 

to the technique in [15,16]. I  he non-stabilized central frequency o f the laser emission is 

set to the side o f the water absorption line where maximum frequency to intensity 

fluctuations occurs. The amplitude change can be then detected, provided a suitable 

photodetector is used with the resultant transmitted signal recorded. An illustration o f the 

frequency variations to amplitude variations is shown in Fig. 6.1.

A m plitude
Variation

Frequency

Frequency
Variation

Figure 6.1. Doppler lineshape fo r  the spectral distribution o f  the absorbed intensity with 
the frequency to amplitude conversion also indicated.
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The conversion o f  the frequency m odulation (FM ) to amplitude m odulation (AM ) at a 

particular frequency depends on the slope (or derivative) o f the absorption at that 

frequency. The gas cell used is a single-pass cell 1 metre in length with angled Brewster 

windows to help m inimize interference fringes. The main limiting factor is the amplitude 

noise o f  the laser and the noise floor on the photodetector. If the noise is too large, then 

the FM to AM converted signal will be difficult to detect as it is buried in the laser noise. 

This problem is overcom e by incorporating into the experimental set-up an auto-balanced 

photodetector, details o f  which are described in section 6.3.1. In order to get a clearer 

insight into the significance o f  the slope o f  a typical absorption line profile, a 

mathematical model was developed for the FM-AM converted signals using the 

following equations.

From figure 6.1,

^   ̂NOISE (6.7)

—  = AM converted signal = A/ (6.8)
I n

—  = —  --- A<y (6.9)
•^0  -^0  V )

where Aft) = frequency variations corresponding to laser linewidth. 

Beer-Lambert law states 1 = 1^6'°^ (6.10)

Let (6.11)

Slope o f Absorption = = l ^ a i c o ) ^ ^  (6.12)
do) dco
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where, « ^ =  peak absorption, co= frequency 

7 e d ~  1/e Doppler halfwidth = /(ln2)‘^̂

da
don

= a{co)
\ y E D  j

T 2/ \—  =  I ^ a  (o ))  
d(o

 ̂ 2(0 ^

\ 7  ED J

(6 . 14)

(6 . 15)

From the model, it is possible to locate the exact frequency on the side o f the gas line 

where the optimum FM-AM conversion occurs. The laser can then be accurately tuned 

with injection current to this point on the side of the gas line and by measuring the AM 

signal, the instantaneous frequency fluctuation o f the laser can be calculated using the

known value (from the model) o f at that point. From equation 6.8,
d(o

M  = a \ (o )
^2(0^

y  ED
A(o (6 . 16)

By differentiation, M'= ^ , da ( 2(0^ '2(0^
2 a { o ) ) ~ 2 + 2 a {(o)

d(0 ^ y E D  y ^ y E D  J

A(o (6 . 17)
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yId
(6.19)

2co

y  ED

= ±i (6 .20)

Therefore, maximum FM to AM conversion occurs at.

0)  - ± y  ED (6 .2 1 )

where = 1/e Doppler halfwidth.

Figure 6.2 shows the simulated results from the model o f the H2 O absorption profile 

showing the Doppler lineshape o f  the absorption profile and the clearly indicated 

positions on either side o f line centre where the maximum frequency modulation to 

amplitude modulation can occur. The trace for the simulated conversion values follow a 

typical //dem odulated signal and is used to calculate the slope o f the absorption line. 

Once, the gas cell pressure and temperature are maintained constant, the slope o f  the H2 O 

absorption line can be then calculated from the model which in turn is used to measure 

the frequency noise o f a device under test.
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Figure 6.2. Simulated results o f  model showing the absorption and optimum FM-AM  
conversion frequencies on the side o f  the gas absorption line.
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6.3 1.39/jm DFB laser spectral characteristics

A distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode was chosen to act as the test device for the 

linewidth measurement technique on the side o f a gas absorption line. The device was 

supplied by Aero-laser and showed good SMSR >35dB at an emission wavelength of 

1.393|j.m, at room temperature. The device wavelength tuning characteristics with 

injection current were measured using a multi-wavelength meter (HP 86120B) with a 

maximum resolution o f 0.00 Inm, in slow mode operation. The DFB laser wavelength 

tuning rate was measured to be 2.09x10' nm/mA over the range o f 100mA to 150mA. To 

measure the direct detection o f water vapour at 1.39|xm, the emission output o f the DFB 

laser was passed through a 1 metre long gas cell containing water vapour at approximately 

25mbar at a constant temperature and detected with a photodiode. Figure 6.3 shows the 

results o f both the linear wavelength tuning o f the laser with injection current and the 

direct detection of the H2O absorption signal.
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Figure 6.3. Linear wavelength tuning behaviour o f  DFB laser and the direct detection o f  
water vapour through 1 metre gas cell at 25mbar and 22^C showing the numerous H2O 
absorption lines present at this wavelength.
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6.3.1 Experimental set-up and balanced detector operation

In order to improve the frequency/phase noise measurement technique, an ultra low noise 

current source (ILX Lightwave, Model LDX 3620) was used to minimize the bias current 

fluctuation. The DFB laser temperature is controlled by means o f  a Peltier cooler and a 

temperature controller. The experimental set-up to measure the frequency/phase noise o f  

the single frequency DFB laser is shown in figure 6.4. The output from the laser is split 

using a 50/50 beam splitter with one portion o f  the beam passing through a Im gas cell 

containing H2O vapour at 25mbar and the other is directly detected with the reference 

photodiode o f  a balanced detector. This measurement technique is facilitated by a New  

Focus balanced detector (Nirvana Model 2017), which enables the reduction o f  the 

common-mode laser noise by more than 50 dB at frequencies from DC to 125 kHz in 

either simple balanced mode, or by utilizing the auto-balancing circuit. The balanced 

detector cancels noise, such as laser intensity noise, common to both the reference and 

signal beams and therefore eliminates this from the overall detected measurement.

Mirror Nirvana Balanced Detector (BD)

Output
Voltage

Beam Splitter
23.4kHz
Lx)w-pass
Filter

DFB diode laser 
A.=1393nm 
P =  lOmW

Reference

Signal

Temperature
Controller

Ultra low-noise 
current source Lock-in

Amplifier

Oscilloscope

Figure 6.4. Experimental set-up fo r  frequency noise measurements o f  l.iQ jjm  DFB using 
a New Focus balanced detector and H2O absorption line with the optical path drawn as 
darker arrows.
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In the se lf-h om od yn e linew idth  m easurem ent technique, the delay line in the 

experim ental set-up ensures that both arms o f  the interferom eter are recom bined in an 

uncorrelated state. A s  a result the optical interference betw een the tw o arms and hence  

the spectral linew idth or n o ise  o f  the laser is m easured. W ith the gas absorption line  

m ethod, the balancing e ffec t o f  the N irvana detector guarantees that all intensity n o ise  

fluctuation in the laser output is balanced in addition to the actual laser output frequency. 

The resultant signal o f  the photodetector records the am plitude o f  the instantaneous  

frequency n o ise  o f  the laser. The instantaneous frequency noise  o f  the D FB  laser is 

calculated  from  both the m odel, w here the slope o f  the absorption line is determ ined, and 

the output o f  the balanced detector. The slope o f  the absorption line is determ ined by the  

pressure and tem perature o f  the gas in 1 m etre cell. A s a result, the pressure and 

tem perature o f  the w ater vapour in the gas ce ll w as fixed  to provide a slop e w here  

m axim um  FM -A M  con version  occurs. A ccord ing  to the balanced detector sp ecifica tion s, 

optim um  n o ise  reduction is ach ieved  w hen the pow er split ratio betw een  the signal and 

reference photod iodes is equal to 2. B y  careful and accurate adjustm ent o f  the signal 

leve ls  onto each photodiode the desired tw o to one ratio is obtained. A  m ore detailed  

description  o f  the optim um  operation o f  the balanced detector can be found in [17].

From the m odel o f  the H 2 O absorption line profile, the position  on the side o f  the 

absorption line for optim um  frequency m odulation to am plitude m odulation  w as  

determ ined and by careful adjustm ent o f  the low  n o ise  current source, it w as p ossib le  to  

tune the em ission  w avelength  o f  the laser to that frequency and thus record the n o ise  

am plitude. B y inputting into the m odel the various parameters such as peak absorption, 

linew idth and absorption path length, it w as p ossib le  to calculate the resulting con version  

factor in units o f  V /H z. The em ission  w avelength  o f  the D FB  laser, w ith  the laser 

tem perature fixed  at 20^C, w as tuned w ith  injection current across the H 2 O line to 

com pare the m odel results w ith  experim ental data. Figure 6.5 sh ow s the results o f  the  

recorded balanced signal and direct detection  o f  the H 2 O line at 1.393(a,m. It is ev id en t  

from the trace that the auto-balancing o f  the photodetector w orks very w ell w ith an 

am plitude change occurring on either side o f  the line centre as expected .
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Figure 6.5. Balanced detector output and direct detection o f  a H2O absorption line at 
1.393fxm as the wavelength o f  the DFB is tuned with injection current at constant 
temperature.

A more detail view o f the balanced detector output as the emission wavelength o f the 

device is scanned across the line is shown in figure 6.6, where the amplitude change was 

recorded with a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix Model TDS 380). From the trace, the 

conversion o f frequency modulation on the output of the laser to amplitude modulation of 

the detected signal, on the side of the H2O absorption line is clearly observable where the 

zero on the x axis corresponds to the centre of the absorption line.
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Figure 6.6. Output o f  Nirvana balanced detector measured with a fa s t oscilloscope as the 
DFB wavelength is tuned linearly with injection current.
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This result agrees well with the simulated model where the maximum frequency to 

amplitude conversion occurs, as clearly indicated by the arrows in figure 6.2. In order to 

quantify these frequency fluctuations, and hence determine a value for the linewidth, the 

emission wavelength o f the DFB laser under test was tuned with injection current to the 

point where maximum frequency modulation to amplitude modulation conversion occurs. 

The resultant signal from the balanced photodetector was recorded up to a maximum 

limit o f 20kHz at a sampling rate o f 40kHz. In order to remove any higher frequency 

components from the measurement, the signal was also filtered with a low pass filter at 

23.4kHz. The injection current to the DFB laser at this point was approximately 138mA 

and the temperature was fixed at 20‘̂ C. The value for the slope of the absorption line 

profile was calculated from the simulated model and thus it was possible to convert the 

amplitude fluctuations detected with the balanced detector, into frequency fluctuations of 

the instantaneous laser noise. The trace in figure 6.7 shows the magnitude o f the 

instantaneous frequency noise fluctuations calculated from a combination o f the slope of 

the water absorption line and the amplitude o f the auto-balanced detector signal.

□ U2 D.i a.6 D.S

T im e (s )

Figure 6.7. Instantaneous frequency noise measurement o f  DFB laser diode at a constant 
injection current o f  138mA and temperature o f  20^C on the side o fH 2 0  absorption line at 
1.393jum using the Nirvana balanced photodetector.
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From the data in figure 6.7, a value o f 1.21 MHz was obtained for the rms o f the 

frequency noise. For a laser diode spectral linewidth measurement, it is critical that the 

effect o f 1/f noise is isolated or filtered from the actual data that represents the linewidth. 

For coherent systems, the effect of the Lorentzian component of the laser lineshape 

resulting from white frequency noise, is much more critical in terms of device 

performance, whereas the 1/f frequency noise is less significant [18]. Similarly, the 

measurement recorded with the balanced detector/absorption line combination is 

processed to ensure that it represents white frequency noise only. A Fourier transform of 

the data in figure 6.7 was performed resulting in the trace in figure 6.8. The 1/f noise 

from OHz to 15kHz was filtered and removed so that a more precise value for the spectral 

linewidth o f the DFB laser was determined. Typically, the 1/f noise is observed for 

frequencies lower than approximately lOkHz [19]. The data from 15kHz to 20kHz was 

considered for determining the spectral linewidth o f the laser as the roll off o f the 1/f 

noise ends at 15kHz as is clearly observable from the trace in figure 6.8. Ideally, 

extending the level plateau to include more data above the 1/f roll off would benefit the 

measurement, although this was not possible with the 20kHz limit of the lock-in amplifier 

in question.
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Figure 6.8. Fourier transform o f  instantaneous frequency noise in figure 6 .7.
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An inverse Fourier transform o f the data in the 15kHz to 20kHz region was carried out in 

order to determine the instantaneous frequency fluctuations o f the laser output for that 

frequency range. To extract spectral linewidth information from the data, a histogram of 

the laser frequency variation provides the distribution of the individual frequency 

components, as shown in figure 6.9. A Gaussian lineshape function was fitted to the data 

and a value o f 0.52MHz was obtained for the FWHM of the trace. Therefore, for this 

measurement technique, the spectral linewidth of the DFB laser emitting at 1.39^m is 

determined to be 0.52MHz.
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Figure 6.9. Frequency distribution o f  the instantaneous noise measured by a simple 
histogram and a Gaussian f i t  giving a value o f  0.52MHz fo r  the FWHM.

In order to compare results and test the validity o f the measurement technique using the 

gas absorption line, the spectral linewidth o f the DFB laser was measured simultaneously 

with the frequency noise measurement in figure 6.7, using a long arm homodyne 

technique and a fibre optic interferometer (Agilent Model 11980A).

The experiment consists o f fibre coupling the output o f the DFB laser and connecting the 

fibre to the input arm o f the interferometer. A built in 50/50  splitter separates the beam 

into two arms with one delayed by passing it through approximately 5km of fibre, which 

corresponds to a delay o f 25 )j ,s . The other arm is significantly shorter and consists o f a 

polarization controller. The polarization adjustment operates on the principle o f rotating
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an optical birefringence in the plane of propagation o f the entering light energy. This 

birefringence is realized by rotating a looped optical fiber. The physical stress in the fiber 

induces a birefringence in the refractive index properties o f the fiber, causing a 

polarization shift. The two signals travel along separate fibre paths where the difference 

in the path lengths ensures there is no coherence relationship between the two beams 

when they recombine. The signals, which are thus uncorrelated, are then combined with a 

polarization stage that is used to optimise the output magnitude o f the combined signal. 

The signal was detected with a IGHz bandwidth photodetector and the spectrum was 

viewed with an electrical spectrum analyser. The details and theory o f this method have 

already been discussed in chapter 4 and are not given here. The graph in figure 6.10 

shows the resulting spectrum which was fitted with a Lorentzian profile. A value of 

1.75MHz was determined for the linewidth of the DFB laser diode. The injection current 

to the laser was fixed at 120mA for this measurement, but the fact that the device did not 

have an optical isolator made the measurement more difficult and could result in 

feedback into the laser cavity from the collimating optics.
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Figure 6.10. Spectral linewidth o f  the 139fim  DFB laser using a long arm homodyne 
technique at 20^C measured simultaneously with the frequency noise using the H2O 
absorption line method.
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The self-hom odyne and gas absorption line as a frequency discrim inator techniques 

resulted in values for the spectral linewidth o f  a DFB laser o f  1.75MHz and 0.52M Hz 

respectively. The values differ by 1.23M Hz but show reasonable agreement.

6.4 Frequency stability measurements

For any laser source to function as a frequency reference or as injection seed laser, it is 

essential to gain an indication o f the unstabilized frequency drift o f  the device. In this 

section, the free running frequency drift o f  both an ECDL and DFB laser both emitting 

single mode at 935nm, are examined. In chapter 5, a frequency stabilization scheme to 

overcome the free running drift o f  an external cavity diode laser, was presented. The 

output o f the laser was frequency locked to a gas absorption line using wavelength 

m odulation spectroscopy and resulted in frequency stabilization o f  less than 3M Hz. This 

value was deemed more than sufficient for successful operation o f  the laser for an 

injection seed laser role. The free running emission frequency stability o f  a laser can also 

be m easured using a suitable water vapour absorption line as an absolute wavelength 

reference. For the m easurem ent the tem perature and pressure o f the water vapour in a gas 

cell are held constant to ensure spectral and amplitude stability o f  the absorption line. The 

emission frequency o f the laser is set to a value equal to that at the centre o f  a water 

absorption line and the transmitted power signal o f a photodiode is monitored. The laser 

emission is directed through a gas cell and laser frequency variations are converted to 

changes in amplitude o f  the absorption/transmitted signal. These frequency variations are 

converted to amplitude variations and are detected with a photodiode as already indicated 

in figure 6.1. The results for the ECDL device are shown in figure 6.11. Below the 5 hour 

mark on the trace, the frequency decreases to OHz which corresponded to the laser 

frequency drifting across the absorption line centre.
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Figure 6.11. Frequency drift o f  ECDL versus time fo r  approximately 36 hours.

The ECDL was continuously operated without adjustment for the duration o f the test and 

the full frequency drift measured over the 36 hours period is approximately 540MHz. The 

frequency drift o f the laser was measured by monitoring the absorption signal. By 

relating the signal strength to the width o f the gas absorption line the frequency drift of 

the laser was calculated. An identical test was also carried out on a DFB laser diode 

emitting at 935nm. In the same manner, the output frequency of the DFB laser was tuned 

to the centre o f a water absorption line with the absorbed transmitted signal monitored for 

the duration o f the test. Figure 6.12 displays the results of the frequency drift for a period 

of 62 minutes where the maximum drift recorded was measured to be 340MHz. Because 

the ECDL was the laser source used for the injection seed source role, a more thorough 

and longer lasting frequency drift time period was performed. The analysis o f the 

frequency drift of the ECDL lasted for 36 hours compared to 62 minutes for the DFB 

laser diode.
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Figure 6.12. The measured free running frequency drift o f  the DFB laser diode at 935nm 
over a period o f  62 minutes showing a maximum drift o f 340 MHz.

6.5 Conclusions

A spectral linewidth measurement technique using a gas absorption line as a frequency 

discriminator has been investigated as an alternative method to the more common 

methods. Techniques such as the delayed self-homodyne employ kilometres o f fibre 

generating extra cost for the experimental set-up. This is especially true at wavelengths 

far from the typical 1550nm telecommunication standard. The measurement o f a DFB 

laser diode frequency noise has been successfully demonstrated by incorporating a water 

vapour absorption line as a frequency discriminator. By introducing an autobalancing 

photodetector, the frequency noise o f the laser output was measured as an amplitude 

fluctuation. This amplitude fluctuation is then converted to a frequency by combining the 

auto balanced output signal and the simulated results o f the absorption line in question, to 

extract the slope in terms o f V/Hz. By constructing a histogram of the resultant frequency 

noise, analysis of the data resulted in a value o f 0.52MHz for the laser linewidth o f the
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laser source. As already discussed, this linewidth value is narrow for a typical DFB laser 

diode but the absence o f an optical isolator in the device packaging could result in 

external optical feedback having the effect o f linewidth narrowing. However, it is noted 

that w ithout any Fourier analysis to filter the 1/f noise o f the instantaneous frequency 

noise recorded in figure 6.7, a histogram o f  this recorded signal resulted in a linewidth o f 

2.43M Hz. This value is sim ilar to the m easurem ent taken simultaneously with a delayed 

self-hom odyne technique where a value o f  1.75MHz for the linewidth o f  the laser was 

m easured.

Further investigation and developm ent o f  this technique is required for a more complete 

validation before it can be employed with complete confidence for spectral linewidth 

m easurem ents. However, the technique using the gas absorption line has already been 

shown to show reasonable agreement, within 1.23MHz o f  the standard self-homodyne 

m easurem ent technique. If  found to operate conclusively in a successful manner, this 

linewidth m easurem ent technique using a gas absorption line as a frequency 

discrim inator could be o f  great benefit to researchers employing lasers for operation 

outside the usual telecom m unications wavelengths. For example, an experim ent to 

m easure the spectral linewidths o f  two lasers, whose linewidth values are already known 

and differ by an order o f  m agnitude, would help to authenticate the technique. If both 

lasers operated without fibre coupling, then the ability to match the power split ratio o f 

the balanced detector would also be improved. The measured frequency noise o f  the laser 

with a larger linewidth would show more frequency noise in comparison to the narrower 

linewidth laser. Unfortunately, two such lasers were not immediately available but would 

be o f interest in the future.

Finally, the free running frequency drift o f  an ECDL and a DFB both em itting at 935nm 

were also examined using a water vapour absorption line. This m easurem ent is critical 

before any frequency stabilization is implemented to a laser source. An initial 

investigation o f  each device was made and the measurements provided the original idea 

for the spectral linewidth m easurem ent technique detailed in this chapter. The ECDL 

showed a m aximum  drift o f  540M Hz over a 36 hour period and the DFB laser showed a 

m aximum  o f  340M Hz drift over a 62 minute period.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Review

Gas sensing using semiconductor diode lasers has had a very successful history thanks to 

the development and research carried out by the telecommunications industry [1]. 

Fortunately, this development has resulted in a technology that can also be implemented 

to monitor and detect a variety o f different absorbing species over a wide range o f  

wavelengths. Numerous types o f laser devices have been developed over the years as an 

outcome, and two in particular feature predominantly in this thesis. The distributed 

feedback (DFB) laser diode forms the backbone o f fibre transmission applications with 

its excellent single mode, high power operation but has also been effectively applied in 

the gas sensing field. In addition, an external cavity diode laser (ECDL), a device often 

used for sensing applications, has featured strongly in this work. The ECDL offers some 

beneficial spectral properties in comparison to the DFB laser, with its narrow spectral 

linewidth and the option o f a wide wavelength tuning range.

The principal objectives o f this thesis includes, the investigation o f the suitability o f  these 

two laser diode sources to function as injection seed lasers for a water vapour experiment 

in space. The ECDL was implemented in a frequency stabilization scheme where the 

performance o f the frequency locked source was examined. The development o f  a novel 

mode referencing technique greatly improves the frequency locking accuracy o f  the 

ECDL and is also o f great benefit to the uninterrupted, long term operation o f  the laser, as 

required for many space-based missions. Finally, a new technique to measure the spectral 

linewidth o f a DFB laser using a H 2 O absorption line at 1.39|am as a frequency 

discriminator was also explored.

In chapter 4, background information regarding the water vapour sensing experiment in 

space is outlined. The spectral characteristics o f the two candidate injection seed lasers, 

an ECDL and a DFB laser diode, both emitting at 935nm, are studied to assess their 

suitability for H 2 O sensing applications. Their operational characteristics are measured 

including, SMSR, wavelength tuning range, output power, and spectral linewidth. Further
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tests are also carried out on the ECDL which involves monitoring its spectral 

performance under near vacuum (<lm bar) conditions and some issues relating to the 

effect o f  external optical feedback on the device output. The results confirm what was 

initially suspected. Even though the ECDL showed superior spectral performance in 

terms o f  wavelength tuning over a wider range and a narrow spectral linewidth, the 

architecture o f  the device is far too com plex and fragile for space flight conditions. The 

sensitivity o f  the external grating position and the fibre coupling stage mean that it would  

be totally unsuitable for operation as an injection seed laser in space. By comparison, 

even with it’s less impressive spectral characteristics, the more robust and compact nature 

o f  the DFB makes it an ideal laser source to act as an ISL for this mission.

The frequency stabilization o f  the ECDL is outlined in chapter 5. The dynamics o f  the 

feedback locking loop along with the overall accuracy and performance o f  the frequency 

locked system are measured. A  water absorption line at 935.684nm  was targeted using 

WMS with the voltage to the piezo modulated at 14kHz [2,3]. The resulting zero crossing 

point o f  the 7 / harmonic signal o f  the absorption line was used to lock the frequency o f  

the laser. A dual feedback loop approach combining a slow  and fast loop was adopted for 

accurate control o f  the laser output frequency. The slow loop tunes along the wavelength 

tuning contour path with combination o f  injection current and grating adjustment, and a 

second faster loop drives the grating only. It was therefore possible to continuously lock 

the frequency o f  the ECDL to within 1.69M Hz o f  the reference locking frequency, for a 

period o f  4 minutes, which lies well within the precision needs for LIDAR applications 

[4]. In addition a mode referencing technique was devised to improve the long-term  

performance o f  the frequency locked ECDL. For any space-based m ission, it is common 

for m issions to last several years and so the laser device chosen to function as an ISL 

must be able to operate without fail over long periods. The initial results for the mode 

referencing, in combination with the frequency locked laser, demonstrate a system that 

can operate without any re-characterization o f  the device. In-situ monitoring o f  the laser 

output power meant that it was possible to fix the operating current and piezo values o f  

the laser to the centre, and hence optimum, position o f  the lasing mode. It was therefore 

possible to maintain the output frequency o f  the laser to within <5M Hz o f  the reference 

frequency even when the temperature o f  the laser mounting was varied by l̂ Ĉ in steps o f  

O.l'^C.

The details o f  a novel technique to measure the spectral linewidth o f  a DFB laser diode 

are discussed in chapter 6. The method involves using a H2O gas absorption line profile
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to act as a frequency discriminator. Frequency variations in the laser output are converted 

into intensity variations by tuning the emission wavelength of the laser under test to a 

point on the side of the gas absorption line where the maximum frequency to intensity 

modulation occurs. The intensity modulation is measured using an auto-balancing 

photodetector. A value of 0.52MHz was determined for the spectral linewidth of the laser 

by measuring the maximum intensity fluctuations and having accurate and absolute 

knowledge o f the absorption line profile in question. Further investigation o f the 

technique is obviously required to conclusively authenticate this approach, but if  proved 

successful, it could provide researchers with a usefiil technique for measurement of 

spectral linewidths of lasers outside the usual telecommunications wavelengths. The free 

running frequency drift of both the ECDL and DFB laser both emitting at 935nm was 

also investigated. The measurement of the unstabilized frequency drift o f any laser source 

functioning as a frequency reference is crucial. Using a gas absorption line as a frequency 

discriminator, a maximum value of 540MHz over a 36hour period and 340MHz over a 62 

minute period was recorded for the ECDL and DFB laser respectively.

7.2 Future proposals and outlook

Some topics that could be further developed are now outlined.

The application of the mode referencing technique to a widely tuneable laser, other than 

an ECDL would be of great interest. For the case where a laser device is to function as a 

frequency reference, the fact that device ageing and external environmental influences 

cannot affect the laser performance for very long time periods (months) would be o f great 

benefit. Also, knowing that only one initial characterization of the laser was necessary 

would be of great help in several research fields, not only gas sensing applications.

As discussed in section 3.3, the subject of security, particularly in the transportation 

industry is currently one of the most popular topics where development in THz sources 

and detectors is thriving. The ability to detect and view harmful instruments or hazardous 

materials and narcotics has provided law enforcement agencies throughout the globe with 

an instrument to counteract these threats. For that reason, looking at extremely high 

detection sensitivities of the fundamental absorption bands in the 2.5|j,m - 20[o,m 

wavelength region would be of enormous benefit [5].
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Throughout this work, the issue of external feedback was a source o f constant frustration. 

Consequently, while attempting to implement laser based gas sensing experiments, the 

operation and wavelength tuning performance of several lasers suffered. A solution to 

this issue would be the development o f a laser source, perhaps based on the slotted 

structure of a SFP laser that was specifically designed with a high level o f insensitivity to 

feedback. This could be achieved by designing a laser with a low linewidth enhancement 

factor and thus, negating the need for expensive and bulky optical isolators in the device 

packaging.

Finally, the mid-infrared region (2.5|xm - 20|xm) of the spectrum where the strongly 

absorbing fundamental absorption bands of many important gas species lie can now be 

targeted using quantum cascade lasers (QCL). The advent o f QCLs has resulted in a 

device that can operate in the mid-infrared region in continuous wave (CW) mode and at 

room temperatures. Consequently, much research in this field remains to be undertaken 

and at present the fiiture for laser based gas sensing is vibrant.
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